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SUPREME COURT

‘Person’ definition at issue in patent review spat  
before Supreme Court
By Patrick H.J. Hughes

The U.S. Supreme Court heard arguments Feb. 19 over whether the U.S. Postal Service 
qualifies as a “person” permitted to challenge a patent before the Patent and Trademark 
Office, and attorneys say the outcome could affect other government actions.

SUPREME COURT

Supreme Court hears oral arguments in trademark license 
rejection case
By Donna Higgins

The worlds of bankruptcy and intellectual property collided at the U.S. Supreme 
Court on Feb. 20 as the justices heard oral arguments over whether a bankrupt  
company’s rejection of a trademark license amounts to rescinding the contract,  
depriving the licensee of the right to continue using the mark.

REUTERS/Larry Downing

Mission Product Holdings Inc. v. Tempnology 
LLC, No. 17-1657, oral argument held, 2019 WL 
719103 (U.S. Feb. 20, 2019).

“The overwhelming consensus of courts and 
scholars is that rejection can’t give the [debtor’s 
bankruptcy] estate any greater rights with 
respect to the rejected contract than the debtor 
would have outside bankruptcy,” Danielle 
Spinelli of Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale & Dorr in 
Washington, D.C., told the high court.

Return Mail Inc. v. U.S. Postal Service et al.,  
No. 17-1594, oral argument held, 2019 WL 
690406 (U.S. Feb. 19, 2019).

Return Mail Inc. says the 2011 Leahy-Smith 
America Invents Act, or AIA, should be  
interpreted under a “default rule” that does  
not allow government agencies to act when an 
action is allowed only for a “person.”

The USPS says the term should be construed 
broadly when it comes to patent review  
procedures so as to allow the government to 
initiate a review proceeding at the PTO.

Return Mail is appealing the USPS’ victory 
before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal  
Circuit. Return Mail Inc. v. U.S. Postal Serv., 868 
F.3d 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2017).
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PATENT PROTECTION

U.S. patent protection ranking climbs from 12th to 2nd place
By Patrick H.J. Hughes

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce Global Innovation Policy Center’s 2019 International IP Index has put the United States 
in second place for “patents, related rights and limitations,” a tie with Japan, South Korea and numerous European 
countries.

REUTERS/Jonathan Bachman

Press Release, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, United States 
Moves Up in International Rankings for Patent Protection (Feb. 7, 
2019).

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office announced Feb. 7 that the 2019 
ranking was a “significant improvement” over last year’s 12th place 
position.

The PTO credits the improved standing to changes the agency made  
to its claim construction standard, its new standard operating 
procedures and several recent Patent Trial and Appeal Board reforms.

The seventh edition of the IP index attributes the improved ranking to 
reduced unpredictability in the patent system due to the PTO’s reforms.

As in 2018, Singapore had the highest ranking for a patent system this 
year.

The 2019 report lists the U.S. as the leader in overall intellectual 
property enforcement and in the global copyright system. The U.S. 
ranks second, behind the United Kingdom, in trademark enforcement.

The policy center’s interactive report evaluating the IP systems of  
50 countries can be found at https://bit.ly/2RZ4Qg8.

REASONS FOR RESULTS

The report lists key developments in the global IP environment that 
influenced the findings.

The current trade dispute between China and the U.S. has brought 
“much-needed attention to long-standing issues that create significant 
challenges for IP-intensive industries globally,” the report says.

It also says the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement, although not yet 
ratified, includes IP provisions to protect trade secrets and improve 
mechanisms for combating counterfeit goods.

The report notes that the results were influenced by the fact that 
developing countries such as Argentina, Brazil and India have been 
“recognizing the benefits of robust IP protection.”

Nevertheless, the report warns of setbacks, particularly in the 
pharmaceutical industries, which have influenced countries such as 
Russia to issue compulsory licenses on certain medicines to address 
price concerns. 

Allowing such license agreements can negatively affect predictability 
and reduce R&D investment, the report says.  WJ
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PATENT INVALIDATION

Federal Circuit mutes sound engineer’s patent case  
against 64 Audio
(Reuters) – Acoustics technology company 64 Audio, which makes custom products for musical acts such as  
Bon Jovi and OneRepublic, on Feb. 20 fended off a patent infringement case brought by rival Jerry Harvey Audio.

Jerry Harvey Audio Holding LLC v. 1964 
Ears LLC, No. 2018-1299, judgment issued 
(Fed. Cir. Feb. 20, 2019).

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit affirmed the Patent Trial and  
Appeal Board’s invalidation of a patent on 
so-called in-ear monitor technology JHA 
accused 64 Audio of infringing in a 2014 
lawsuit.

Jaime Harvey-Penrod, JHA’s chief financial 
officer, said in a statement the company  
was considering its options to seek further 
review.

Hillary Brooks, a lawyer for 64 Audio, said  
the company was pleased with the ruling.

“We believe the Federal Circuit made the 
correct call and that the merits of the case 

were strongly in 64 Audio’s favor,” Brooks 
said.

Orlando, Florida-based JHA was founded 
in 2007 by Jerry Harvey, a sound engineer  
who has worked with the bands Van Halen, 
Kiss and Linkin Park.

Harvey is widely credited with helping 
to invent the modern in-ear monitor, or 
canalphone, a type of earbud device used by 
sound engineers and musicians performing 
live concerts.

In 2016, U.S. District Judge Carlos Mendoza 
in Orlando stayed JHA’s lawsuit pending  
the outcome of an inter partes review 
proceeding at PTAB initiated by 64 Audio. 
Jerry Harvey Audio Holding LLC v. 1964 Ears 
LLC, No. 18-1299, 2016 WL 7177548 (M.D. 
Fla. Mar. 28, 2016).

PTAB invalidated the patent in a July 2017 
decision, saying its claims were obvious in 
light of prior art, including patents assigned 
to audio technology companies Knowles 
Electronics and Sonion.

64 Audio appealed, arguing PTAB’s ruling 
was not supported by substantial evidence 
and relied on testimony from an unqualified 
expert witness.

The Feb. 20 decision from the Federal Circuit 
did not explain the court’s reasoning for 
affirming PTAB.  WJ

(Reporting by Jan Wolfe)

Related Filings: 
District Court order: 2016 WL 7177548
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DISCOVERY

Tech firm ordered to produce UK worker’s emails  
despite GDPR conflict
By Dave Embree

A San Francisco federal magistrate judge has ordered a tech firm accused of patent infringement to produce the emails 
of its U.K. sales director despite the firm’s argument that the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation 
prohibits the disclosure.

Finjan Inc. v. Zscaler Inc., No. 17-cv-6946, 
2019 WL 618554 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 14, 2019).

U.S. Magistrate Judge Kandis A. Westmore 
of the Northern District of California ordered 
Zscaler Inc. to turn over the emails to 
cybersecurity firm Finjan Inc. because the 
“strong American interest” in protecting 
patents outweighs the U.K.’s interest in 
protecting its citizens’ privacy.

The “strong American 
interest” in protecting 
patents outweighs the  

U.K.’s interest in protecting 
its citizens’ privacy,  

the judge said.

PATENT LAWSUIT

California-based Finjan filed a patent 
infringement lawsuit against Zscaler in  
San Francisco federal court in December 
2017.

The suit accuses Zscaler of selling 
cybersecurity products that infringe several 
of Finjan’s patents for software designed to 
protect computer networks from malware 
attacks.

In October 2018 Finjan served Zscaler with 
a discovery request for certain emails sent 
by Tim Warner, a U.K. citizen who works as 
Zscaler’s director of sales for business and 
government entities in the U.K.

Warner worked as Finjan’s U.K. sales director 
from 2002 to 2010, according to Judge 
Westmore’s decision.

Zscaler refused the discovery request, 
arguing that Warner’s emails were protected 
from disclosure under the GDPR and  
would have to be anonymized and redacted 
before being released.

The parties filed a joint discovery letter on 
Jan. 23, asking the court to resolve their 
dispute.

BALANCING NATIONAL INTERESTS

Judge Westmore said the company’s 
disclosure of Warner’s emails would likely 

not violate the GDPR, given that they were 
directly relevant to the litigation and would 
be subject to a protective order if produced.

The order would reduce the U.K.’s interest in 
protecting its citizens’ privacy, she said.

Judge Westmore also faulted Zscaler for 
failing to provide any evidence that the 
government would enforce the alleged 
GDPR violation.

Moreover, Zscaler is required to produce  
the emails — even if doing so would violate 
the EU’s privacy rules — because of the 
strong U.S. national interest in protecting 
domestic patents, the judge said.  WJ

Attorneys:
Plaintiff: Paul J. Andre, Austin W. Manes,  
James R. Hannah and Lisa Kobialka, Kramer, 
Levin, Naftalis & Frankel, Menlo Park, CA

Defendant: Joseph C. Gratz, Andrew L. Perito  
and Joshua D. Furman, Durie Tangri LLP,  
San Francisco, CA

Related Filings: 
Order: 2019 WL 618554 
Joint discovery letter: 2019 WL 665964
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VIDEO GAMES

‘Call of Duty’ video game infringes wrestler’s alter ego,  
copyright suit says
By Patrick H.J. Hughes

Activision Publishing Inc.’s latest installment in its “Call of Duty” video game series includes an avatar that former pro 
wrestler Booker T says infringes a comic book character he created based on a persona he used in the ring.

REUTERS/Benoit Tessier

Huffman v. Activision Publishing Inc. et al.,  
No. 19-cv-50, complaint filed, 2019 WL 
577529 (E.D. Tex. Feb. 12, 2019). 

Booker T, a Texas resident whose full name 
is Booker T. Huffman, filed a copyright 
infringement suit against the video game 
publisher Feb. 12 in the U.S. District Court for 
the Eastern District of Texas.

The complaint also names as defendants 
Activision Blizzard Inc., the creator of  
“Call of Duty” games, and video game 
tournament host Major League Gaming 
Corp.

“Call of Duty: Black Ops 4” includes a 
character named Prophet, a soldier the 
complaint says is a mere copy of Huffman’s 
G.I. Bro character.

The defendants “could have drawn him any 
way they wanted,” Huffman says. “But they 
chose to steal Booker T’s ‘G.I. Bro.’”

ALLEGED INFRINGEMENT

Prophet was first featured in “Call of Duty: 
Black Ops 3,” a shooter video game Activision 
released in 2015 that takes place in the year 
2065.

That version of the character was 
cybernetically enhanced to make him a 
better fighter. The “cybernetics” covered 90 
percent of his body, the complaint says.

Activision released “Black Ops 4” in October 
2018.

According to an Activision website at 
CallofDuty.com, “Black Ops 4” is a prequel 
to the third game in the series. The fourth 
version takes place in different timelines,  
one of which is in 2043.

The Prophet character from a timeline that 
precedes the enhancements is a copy of G.I. 
Bro, the complaint says.

WRESTLING PERSONA

Huffman developed G.I. Bro as a wrestling 
persona in the 1990s, when he won numerous 
World Championship Wrestling matches, the 
suit says.

Beginning in 2015 he adapted his persona  
for a comic book stories about a soldier 
“fighting an old enemy he thought he had 
finished off years before,” according to the 
complaint.

He says he later applied to register artwork 
renditions of G.I. Bro and a graphic novel with 
the U.S. Copyright Office.

Huffman says that as exclusive owner of the 
copyrighted version of G.I. Bro’s image, he 

has the right to exclude others from using the 
image and hold them liable for each instance 
of infringement under Section 501(a) of the 
Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.A. § 501(a). 

Huffman also says that because of the 
defendants’ allegedly unauthorized 
copying, he is entitled to a disgorgement of  
“Black Ops 4” profits from more than  
$1 billion in video game sales.

Each of the defendants is jointly and severally 
liable for the infringement, pursuant 
to Section 504(b) of the Copyright Act,  
17 U.S.C.A. § 504(b), the complaint says.  WJ

Attorneys:
Plaintiff: Patrick Zummo, Houston, TX; Timothy 
M. Dortch, Potts Law Firm LLP, Dallas, TX

Related Filings: 
Complaint: 2019 WL 577529
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VIDEO GAMES

‘Fortnite’ video game maker claims dance steps not copyrightable
By Patrick H.J. Hughes

The maker of the video game “Fortnite,” in which avatars can be maneuvered using selected movements, says a  
rapper’s copyright infringement suit against it must be tossed on the ground that “no one can own a dance step.”

Ferguson v. Epic Games Inc. et al., No. 18-cv-10110, memo supporting 
motion to dismiss filed, 2019 WL 578214 (C.D. Cal. Feb. 11, 2019).

Epic Games Inc. argues in a Feb. 11 memo supporting its motion to 
dismiss the suit that dance routines are “building blocks of free 
expression, which are in the public domain for choreographers, dancers 
and the general public to use, perform and enjoy.”

Rapper 2 Milly, whose real name is Terrance Ferguson, sued Epic on 
Dec. 5 in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California, 
claiming a “Fortnite” character was doing his “Milly Rock” dance.

The video game, where up to 100 players using customized avatars 
compete to be the last survivor, offers “emotes,” or movements 
an avatar can use to express emotions including “Swipe It,” which 
Ferguson says infringes his dance.

He says Epic and other John Doe defendants are liable under copyright, 
trademark, right-of-publicity and unfair-competition laws.

Epic says the court should dismiss the suit for failure to state a 
copyright infringement claim, and the other claims are barred under 
the First Amendment. 

NOTHING TO COMPARE TO ‘FORTNITE’

For a copyright infringement claim to succeed, a plaintiff’s work must 
be substantially similar to the defendant’s work, and Ferguson cannot 
establish this, Epic says.

Courts in the 9th Circuit must filter out unprotectable elements of the 
work and then compare those that remain, the company’s memo says.

For example, words, short phrases, geometric shapes and colors, 
as well as dance steps, are unprotected because a copyright would 
prevent others from creating new works, Epic says.

“As the dance step is not protectable, there is nothing to compare to 
Fortnite, and the works necessarily are not absolutely similar,” the 
memo says.

Even without this filtering, Ferguson is comparing only a small part of 
his entire dance to a fraction of a complex video game, and he is not 
comparing a substantial part of either work, Epic says.

Finally, even small fractions of each dance are not similar, as they 
involve different moves and take place in different environments,  
as Ferguson dances to music with friends and the “Fortnite” characters 
dance on a battlefield, Epic says.

The game maker argues the other claims also fail because Ferguson  
is trying to “chill” free expression, in violation of California’s  
anti-SLAPP statute barring strategic lawsuits against public 
participation.

The right-of-publicity claim fails because Ferguson does not 
argue that the “likeness” of the avatar dancing in “Fortnite” is  
similar to him, and that is required, Epic says.

The trademark claim similarly fails because Ferguson does not allege 
Epic is using the dance to identify a good or service, as required to 
establish a Lanham Act violation, the memo says.

Courts routinely hold that dances are not copyrightable and are 
protected from lawsuits under the First Amendment, Epic says. 

At least two other dance creators have accused Epic of infringement. 
Actor Alfonso Ribeiro, who created the “Carlton Dance” while starring 
in the TV show “Fresh Prince of Bel-Air,” sued the company Dec. 17 in 
Los Angeles federal court. Ribeiro v. Epic Games Inc., No. 18-cv-10412, 
complaint filed, 2018 WL 6655966 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 17, 2018).

Another suit was filed later that month on behalf of “Backpack Kid,” 
whose “The Floss” dance went viral after being posted on Instagram 
in 2016.

No court has issued a ruling yet in a case accusing Epic of infringing a 
dance move.  WJ

Attorneys:
Plaintiff: John M. Pierce, Carolynn Beck and Daniel Dubin, Pierce Bainbridge 
Beck Price & Hecht LLP, Los Angeles, CA

Defendants: Dale M. Cendali, Joshua L. Simmons, Shanti S. Conway and 
Megan L. McKeown, Kirkland & Ellis LLP, New York, NY; Sharre Lotfollahi, 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP, Los Angeles, CA

Related Filings: 
Complaint: 2018 WL 6427714
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FALSE DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN

Shot glass maker can’t shoot down suit over ‘Made in USA’ claims
By Patrick H.J. Hughes

Lucky Shot USA LLC must defend an unfair-competition suit alleging its novelty shot glasses with bullets embedded in 
the sides are not actually made in the United States as the firm advertises, a Wisconsin federal judge has ruled.

BenShot LLC v. Lucky Shot USA LLC et al., 
No. 18-cv-1716, 2019 WL 527829 (E.D. Wis. 
Feb. 11, 2019).

U.S. District Judge William C. Griesbach 
of the Eastern District of Wisconsin said 
BenShot LLC, a family-owned maker of  
shot glasses, sufficiently pleaded that Lucky 
Shot was falsely designating the origin of 
some of its novelty products.

The judge rejected Lucky Shot’s motion to 
dismiss claims that consumers were being 
duped and that the alleged fraudulent 
advertising was harming BenShot, which 
says it was the first to make bullet-embedded 
shot glasses.

Lucky Shot had argued that its glasses met 
the Federal Trade Commission’s “Made in 
USA” standard and that its competitor could 
not prove it was harmed by any consumer 
confusion.

BULLET-EMBEDDED GLASSES

BenShot, based in Hortonville, Wisconsin, 
says it has sold drinking glasses made with 
a .308 caliber bullet embedded in the side 
since 2015. It says these glasses have been 
popular among gun enthusiasts and military 
personnel.

Florida-based Lucky Shot is a larger  
company that distributes various types 
of novelty glasses, including through  
Amazon.com.

The policy explicitly states that “there is no 
single ‘bright line’ to establish when a product 
is ‘all or virtually all’ made in the United 
States,” Lucky Shot argued. Assembling the 
glasses here is sufficient, it said.

Judge Griesbach rejected Lucky Shot’s 
arguments in a Feb. 11 decision. BenShot 
has sufficiently alleged that Lucky Shot’s 
claims have deceived consumers who view 
statements of origin as “a significant factor in 
their purchases,” the judge said.

He also found Lucky Shot “misread the FTC’s 
standard.”

A product’s final assembly must be in the 
U.S., but that is not necessarily the only 
requirement that must be met to advertise 
something as American-made, the judge said.

BenShot said it reasonably believed the glass 
portions of Lucky Shot’s products were made 
in China.

BenShot’s belief, if true, would weigh against 
a claim that “all or virtually all” the parts of 
Lucky Shot’s glasses were American-made, 
the judge said.  WJ

Attorneys:
Plaintiff: John M. Osmanski, Theorem Law, 
Milwaukee, WI

Defendants: Garet K. Galster and Melissa A. 
Spindler, Smith Keane LLP, Hartland, WI; Kevin J. 
Keener, Keener and Associates, Chicago, IL

Related Filings: 
Order: 2019 WL 527829 
Opposition to dismissal: 2018 WL 7225918 
Motion to dismiss: 2018 WL 7225920

See Document Section B (P. 37) for the order.

Lucky Shot had argued that 
its glasses met the  

Federal Trade Commission’s 
“Made in USA” standard.

According to BenShot, Lucky Shot started 
selling shot glasses embedded with bullets 
in October 2016 and expanded to other 
drinking glasses the next year.

BenShot filed a lawsuit in October 
2018 accusing Lucky Shot and importer  
2 Monkey Trading LLC of falsely advertising 
the glasses as “made in the USA,” when, 
according to the suit, at least parts of  
those products were imported from China.

Lucky Shot used the words “handcrafted” 
and “USA” on packaging and in print 
advertisements where the glasses have been 
sold, the suit said.

The suit also said Lucky Shot is liable for 
posting claims on social media that the 
glasses are American-made and for using 
the word “USA” in its domain name at 
luckyshotusa.com.

This false designation of the products’  
origin is a violation of Section 43(a) of the 
Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C.A. § 1125(a), the suit 
said. The actions also violate Wisconsin’s 
unfair-competition law, according to the suit.

NO BRIGHT LINE?

Lucky Shot moved to dismiss in November, 
claiming BenShot failed to prove any harm 
from Lucky Shot’s “made in the USA” 
statements.

Lucky Shot also claimed it was compliant 
with the FTC’s “Made in USA” policy because 
it assembled parts of its products in this 
country.

If “all or virtually all” of a product is made 
in the U.S., the company meets the FTC’s 
standard, Lucky Shot said.
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SOFTWARE

Judge again tosses software copyright suit against Nationwide
By Kteba Dunlap, Esq.

A Texas federal judge has dismissed with prejudice a software developer’s lawsuit alleging Nationwide Insurance Co. of 
America fraudulently used, copied and distributed a customized appraisal app without his permission.

Bradford v. Nationwide Insurance Co. of 
America et al., No. 17-cv-1067, 2019 WL 
343475 (W.D. Tex. Jan. 28, 2019).

Dismissing Mark Bradford’s suit a second 
time, U.S. District Judge Robert Pitman 
of the Western District of Texas ruled the  
developer failed to show he held the 
copyright to the customized program that 
Nationwide used.

Additionally, a defendant accused of 
reproducing the software with an illicit 
license was left unnamed in the suit, the 
judge said.

Bradford filed suit in November 2017 against 
Nationwide, its affiliates and a group of other 
claims companies, including ISO Claims 
Services Inc. He brought actions for copyright 
infringement, fraud, tortious interference 
with contract and violation of Texas Deceptive 
Trade Practices Act. 

He claimed Nationwide knowingly obtained 
his WinSketch appraisal software from an 
unauthorized distributor in order to use a 
version of the technology without a license.

Nationwide and a group of intentionally 
concealed distributors played a “shell 
game” with the WinSketch program and a 
customized Nationwide version, he said.

In response to his inquiries, Bradford said, 
Nationwide claimed it used the customized 
WinSketch product “in compliance with 
its applicable license agreement.” But, he 
argued, the company has no valid license for 
the WinSketch customization.

Bradford asked the court to enjoin the 
insurer’s use of the software.

He also demanded destruction of any 
infringing products, as well as punitive 
damages and restitution.

Nationwide and ISO Claims each filed 
motions to dismiss the suit, which Judge 
Pitman granted May 31, 2018. 

Bradford’s complaint failed to allege the 
insurer had reproduced or distributed the 
software or violated his exclusive rights, the 
judge noted in the dismissal order. Also, 
the developer had insufficiently pleaded 
elements of the other causes of actions, 
Judge Pitman said.

Neither the complaint nor the order of 
dismissal explains the relationship between 
Nationwide, ISO Claims and Bradford.

DEVELOPER AMENDS COMPLAINT

Bradford amended the complaint July 10, 
dropping the claims for tortious interference 
and deceptive trade practices. He again 
asserted copyright infringement and 
fraud against Nationwide and copyright 
infringement against ISO Claims.

In the amended complaint, the developer 
contended that he was the only legal 
WinSketch distributor, yet without 
permission, Nationwide distributed the app 
throughout companies it acquired.

Nationwide also reproduced the customized 
WinSketch app and made unauthorized 
copies, he added.

The plaintiff also alleged that ISO Claims 
assigned its 1996 WinSketch license to 
one of its divisions, which it later sold to an 
unnamed entity.

Nationwide and ISO Claims again moved to 
dismiss.

In his Jan. 28 dismissal order, Judge Pitman 
noted that Bradford had provided copyright 
registrations for two WinSketch products, 
but not for the customized WinSketch 
Nationwide Insurance software. The 
allegations concerned only the customized 
app, but Bradford had no proof of ownership, 
the judge said, tossing the infringement 
claim against Nationwide.

Nor was the fraud claim sufficient, Judge 
Pitman said, because Bradford had not 
pleaded that he justifiably relied on the 
insurer’s alleged misrepresentation that it 
had a fully paid license.

The judge also threw out two allegations 
of copyright violations against ISO Claims. 
The allegation stemming from the 1996 
assignment was time-barred, he said, and the 
suit failed to name the entity that acquired 
the license, leaving the claim incomplete.

Judge Pitman dismissed the suit with 
prejudice.  WJ

Attorneys:
Plaintiff: Donald E. Little, Lakeway, TX

Defendants: Clayton A. Morton, Morgan Lewis &  
Bockius, Houston, TX; J. Kevin Fee, Morgan 
Lewis & Bockius, Washington, DC; John A. Polito, 
Morgan Lewis & Bockius, San Francisco, CA

Related Filings: 
Order: 2019 WL 343475 
Amended complaint: 2018 WL 7247096 
Original complaint: 2017 WL 5235080
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PIRACY

NBA, U.S. Tennis, Sky urge U.S. action  
on alleged Saudi TV piracy
(Reuters) – A group of sports bodies and broadcasters including the U.S. National Basketball Association,  
U.S. Tennis Association and Sky has called for the United States to add Saudi Arabia to its “priority watch list”  
over alleged TV piracy, filings show.

REUTERS/Handout

U.S. sports teams and broadcasters want Saudi Arabia added to a TV piracy “priority watch list” over its harboring of beoutQ, a station 
widely accused of pirating content such as the 2018 World Cup.

The filings, made with the office of the 
United States Trade Representative, come 
as a growing number of global sports and 
television bodies look to shut down beoutQ,  
a TV station they claim is based in Saudi 
Arabia and broadcasting sports and 
entertainment they hold exclusive rights for.

BeoutQ emerged in 2017 after Saudi Arabia 
and its Gulf allies launched a diplomatic and 
trade boycott of Qatar, which it accused of 
supporting terrorism, which Doha denies, 
saying the boycott seeks to curtail its 
sovereignty.

The channel is widely available in Saudi 
Arabia. Riyadh, however, says beoutQ it is 
not based in the country and that Saudi 
authorities are committed to fighting piracy.

While initially targeting lucrative sports 
content held by Qatar’s beIN Sports such as 
Premier League soccer, some broadcasters 
say the network has since expanded to 
include entertainment and is now reaching 
users in Europe, undercutting the value of 
their television rights.

In its filing, Comcast Corp.’s Sky said “the 
service has rapidly grown and we understand 
that beoutQ set-top boxes are now sold 
across the MENA region and the beoutQ 
channels are now also available in Europe.”

MENA refers to the Middle East and North 
Africa.

“In addition, the beoutQ devices provide 
direct access to applications offering 
unauthorized access to many thousands 
of premium television channels, including 
channels owned by Sky Group companies 

across Europe, and carrying content in which 
Sky has invested billions of euros,” it said.

It is unclear who owns or operates beoutQ 
and Reuters has not been able to contact it 
for comment.

The “Special 301 Report on Intellectual 
Property Rights” is an annual report in which 
the United States highlights the countries it 
considers the worst offenders of intellectual 
property rights.

A spokesman for the U.S. Trade 
Representative declined to comment.

Other organizations that filed complaints 
include Canal+, beIN Media Group and a 
sports coalition that includes Major League 
Baseball, the National Football League and 
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

The Saudi government media office did  
not immediately respond to a Reuters 
request for comment on the filings.

Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, 
Bahrain and Egypt cut diplomatic, trade 
and transport ties with Qatar in June 2017. 
The row has since defied mediation efforts 
by Kuwait and the United States, which sees 
Gulf unity as essential to containing Iran.

The Trump administration announced its 
2018 “priority watch list” last April, and 
added Saudi Arabia to its less serious “watch 
list” over similar concerns.  WJ

(Reporting by Eric Knecht, additional reporting 
by Jason Lange in Washington and Frank 
Pingue in Toronto; editing by Tom Brown and 
G Crosse)
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PIRACY

Software pirates use Apple tech to put hacked apps on iPhones
(Reuters) – Software pirates have hijacked technology designed by Apple Inc. to distribute hacked versions of Spotify, 
“Angry Birds,” “Pokemon Go,” “Minecraft” and other popular apps on iPhones, Reuters has found.

Niantic, which makes “Pokemon Go,” said players who use pirated apps 
that enable cheating on its game are regularly banned for violating its 
terms of service. Microsoft Corp., which owns the creative building 
game “Minecraft,” declined to comment.

SIPHONING OFF REVENUE

It is unclear how much revenue the pirate distributors are siphoning 
away from Apple and legitimate app makers.

TutuApp offers a free version of “Minecraft,” which costs $6.99 in 
Apple’s App Store. AppValley offers a version of Spotify’s free streaming 
music service with the advertisements stripped away.

The distributors make money by charging $13 or more per year for 
subscriptions to what they call “VIP” versions of their services, which 
they say are more stable than the free versions. It is impossible to know 
how many users buy such subscriptions, but the pirate distributors 
combined have more than 600,000 followers on Twitter.

Security researchers have long warned about the misuse of enterprise 
developer certificates, which act as digital keys that tell an iPhone a 
piece of software downloaded from the internet can be trusted and 
opened. They are the centerpiece of Apple’s program for corporate 
apps and enable consumers to install apps on iPhones without Apple’s 
knowledge.

Apple in January briefly banned Facebook Inc. and Alphabet Inc. from 
using enterprise certificates after they used them to distribute data-
gathering apps to consumers.

The distributors of pirated apps seen by Reuters are using certificates 
obtained in the name of legitimate businesses, although it is unclear 
how. Several pirates have impersonated a subsidiary of China Mobile 
Ltd. China Mobile did not respond to requests for comment.

Tech news website TechCrunch on Feb. 12 reported that certificate 
abuse also enabled the distribution of apps for pornography and 
gambling, both of which are banned from the App Store.

Since the App Store debuted in 2008, Apple has sought to portray the 
iPhone as safer than rival Android devices because Apple reviews and 
approves all apps distributed to the devices.

Early on, hackers “jailbroke” iPhones by modifying their software to 
evade Apple’s controls, but that process voided the iPhone’s warranty 
and scared off many casual users. The misuse of the enterprise 
certificates seen by Reuters does not rely on jailbreaking and can be 
used on unmodified iPhones.  WJ

(Reporting by Jonathan Stempel)

Illicit software distributors such as TutuApp, Panda Helper,  
AppValley and TweakBox have found ways to use digital certificates  
to get access to a program Apple introduced to let corporations 
distribute business apps to their employees without going through 
Apple’s tightly controlled App Store.

Using so-called enterprise developer certificates, these pirate 
operations are providing modified versions of popular apps to 
consumers, enabling them to stream music without ads and to 
circumvent fees and rules in games, depriving Apple and legitimate 
app makers of revenue.

By doing so, the pirate app distributors are violating the rules of  
Apple’s developer programs, which only allow apps to be distributed 
to the general public through the App Store. Downloading modified 
versions violates the terms of service of almost all major apps.

TutuApp, Panda Helper, AppValley and TweakBox did not respond to 
multiple requests for comment.

Apple has no way of tracking the real-time distribution of these 
certificates, or the spread of improperly modified apps on its phones, 
but it can cancel the certificates if it finds misuse.

“Developers that abuse our enterprise certificates are in violation 
of the Apple developer enterprise program agreement and will  
have their certificates terminated, and if appropriate, they will 
be removed from our developer program completely,” an Apple 
spokesperson told Reuters. “We are continuously evaluating the cases 
of misuse and are prepared to take immediate action.”

After Reuters initially contacted Apple for comment the week of Feb. 3, 
some of the pirates were banned from the system, but within days they 
were using different certificates and were operational again.

“There’s nothing stopping these companies from doing this again  
from another team, another developer account,” said Amine Hambaba, 
head of security at software firm Shape Security.

Apple confirmed a media report Feb. 13 that it would require two-factor 
authentication — using a code sent to a phone as well as a password — 
to log into all developer accounts by the end of this month, which could 
help prevent certificate misuse.

Major app makers Spotify Technology SA, Rovio Entertainment Oyj and 
Niantic Inc. have begun to fight back.

Spotify declined to comment on the matter of modified apps, but the 
streaming music provider did say earlier in February that its new terms 
of service would crack down on users who are “creating or distributing 
tools designed to block advertisements” on its service.

Rovio, the maker of “Angry Birds” mobile games, said it actively works 
with partners to address infringement “for the benefit of both our 
player community and Rovio as a business.”
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ALISON FRANKEL’S ON THE CASE

Capitol Forum sues Bloomberg for copyright infringement,  
‘hot news’ misappropriation
By Alison Frankel

(Reuters) – Capitol Forum describes itself as “an investigative news and legal analysis company dedicated to informing 
policymakers, investors and industry stakeholders on how policy affects market competition.”

It issues between 30 and 50 reports a 
month to subscribers who pay a premium 
for its “extensively researched and carefully 
written” content.

Capitol Forum’s business model, according 
to the company’s lawyers at Williams 
Lopatto, is under threat from the news giant 
Bloomberg.

In a complaint filed Feb. 7 in federal court in 
Washington, D.C., The Capitol Forum alleges 
that Bloomberg has been surreptitiously 
obtaining its reports from subscribers  
and publishing abstracts and summaries  
of their content as news alerts on the 
Bloomberg First Word news service. DBW 
Partners LLC v. Bloomberg LP, No. 19-cv-311, 
complaint filed, 2019 WL 494435 (D.D.C. 
Feb. 7, 2019).

The complaint accuses Bloomberg of 
infringing Capitol Forum copyrights, 
interfering with the site’s contracts with 
subscribers and committing the common  
law tort of “hot news” misappropriation.

claims that Bloomberg “does not undertake 
creative or journalistic efforts of its own to 
transform plaintiff’s work into something 
new or different from Capitol Forum’s 
original report.”

Capitol Forum also alleges that Bloomberg 
is profiting from its infringement, another 
element of Copyright Act analysis.

“Other than including a current market price 
or a reference to a past article, Bloomberg 
does not add any of its own analysis or 
contribute any meaningful reporting 
to plaintiff’s work,” the complaint said. 
“Bloomberg’s ‘news alerts’ simply extract the 
key information from plaintiff’s reports, and 
repackage Capitol Forum’s work in a bullet-
point form for a quick read. The purpose of 
Capitol Forum’s reports and Bloomberg’s 
‘news alerts’ are precisely the same: to 
inform their subscribers of Capitol Forum’s 
copyrighted and proprietary reporting.”

The hot-news doctrine, which is seldom 
invoked successfully, prohibits news outlets 
from free-riding on the work of competitors 
who have produced time-sensitive news. 
Hot-news misappropriation is considered 
a narrow exception to federal preemption 
under the Copyright Act.

Capitol Forum seeks statutory Copyright Act 
damages of $150,000 per infringement in 
addition to damages under its other causes 
of action and an injunction against future 
violations.  WJ

Related Filings: 
Complaint: 2019 WL 494435

Alison Frankel updates her blog, “On the Case,” multiple times 
throughout each day on Thomson Reuters Westlaw’s Practitioner 
Insights.  A founding editor of Litigation Daily, she has covered big-ticket 
litigation for more than 20 years.  Frankel’s work has appeared in The 
New York Times, Newsday, The American Lawyer and several other 
national publications.  She is also the author of “Double Eagle: The Epic 
Story of the World’s Most Valuable Coin.”

Bloomberg is a Reuters competitor. In an 
email statement, Bloomberg Editor-in-Chief 
John Micklethwait said: “This case challenges 
routine newsgathering practices protected 
under the First Amendment and Bloomberg 
will vigorously defend journalists’ right to 
gather and report the news.”

According to the complaint, at least one 
Bloomberg reporter solicited a Capitol Forum 
subscriber described only as a “West Coast 
hedge fund” to pass along reports from the 
service, allegedly in exchange for market 
information supplied by Bloomberg. Capitol 
Forum claims that when its subscriber 
informed the Bloomberg reporter that their 
deal was off, the reporter “acknowledged 
that their actions were illegal.”

Bloomberg credits Capitol Forum when 
it publishes summaries or abstracts of its 
reports, according to the complaint. But 
Capitol Forum contends Bloomberg is 
nevertheless infringing its copyrights.

In an apparent attempt to counter fair use 
arguments by Bloomberg, the complaint 
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Patent review
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ATTORNEY REACTIONS

Karen Sebaski, an attorney at Holwell, 
Shuster & Goldberg who was not involved in 
the case, said the Supreme Court’s decision 
could affect the role of government agencies 
in a variety of contexts depending on 
statutory interpretation.

On the one hand, Congress probably did not 
want to give the government a green light to 
issue many more proceedings, she said. 

Return Mail appealed, arguing that it had 
not actually filed a patent infringement suit, 
so the government had no standing. Rather 
the accusation was “grounded in eminent 
domain,” Return Mail said.

The Federal Circuit rejected that reasoning 
and Return Mail filed its certiorari petition in 
May.

The Supreme Court granted certiorari in 
October. Return Mail Inc. v. U.S. Postal Serv., 
139 S. Ct. 397 (2018).

‘FLIPPING THE PRESUMPTION?’

During oral argument, Justice Sonia 
Sotomayor asked Return Mail’s attorney, 
Beth S. Brinkmann of Covington & Burling, 
“Does it make logical sense to deprive the 
government of the tool of being able to 
invoke this proceeding?”

This “tool” sends one government agency 
to another agency to “expand their power,” 
Brinkmann replied.

The government has the power through 
other avenues, supporting a determination 
that the word “person” should be understood 
“as the other branches understood it to be, to 
not include the government here,” she said.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Karen Sebaski, an attorney at 
Holwell, Shuster & Goldberg, 

said the Supreme Court’s 
decision could affect the role 
of government agencies in a 

variety of contexts.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“The Supreme Court’s 
decision in this case could 
have implications beyond 

the government’s ability to 
initiate post-issuance review 

proceedings,” Patterson 
Belknap Webb & Tyler 

attorney Jeffrey Ginsberg said.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“At the end of the day, the 
justices did not seem to  
tip their hand and could 
render an opinion that 

adequately supports either 
side’s position,” Brinks 

Gilson & Lione attorney 
Robert Mallin said.

“On the other hand, historical practice prior 
to the AIA was to allow the government to 
file requests for ex parte and inter partes 
re-examination — predecessor proceedings 
that the AIA replaced with inter partes review 
and post-grant review proceedings,” she 
said.

Jeffrey Ginsberg, an attorney at Patterson 
Belknap Webb & Tyler who also was not 
involved in the case, said the problem lies in 
inconsistent definitions of the term “person.”

“The Supreme Court’s decision in this 
case could have implications beyond the 
government’s ability to initiate post-issuance 
review proceedings, including whether the 
government is entitled to obtain patents, 
claim intervening rights, and/or cite prior art 
to the patent office,” he said.

Attorney Robert Mallin of Brinks Gilson & 
Lione, also not involved in the case, said 
Justice Samuel Alito provided the most 

memorable “and possibly most brutally 
candid” statement during the oral argument 
about how Congress probably gave little 
thought to the definition.

“At the end of the day, the justices did not 
seem to tip their hand and could render an 
opinion that adequately supports either 
side’s position as to whether Congress’ use of 
the word ‘person’ includes the government,” 
Mallin said.

CBM REVIEW

The dispute stems from an action Return  
Mail filed in the Court of Federal Claims, 
accusing the USPS of using a patent without 
a license. 

The Postal Service later filed a petition with 
the PTO to institute a covered business 
method, or CBM, review proceeding of 
Return Mail’s patent for a way of scanning 
undeliverable mail.

Congress ushered in the first CBM review 
proceedings in 2012 with several conditions 
for patents to be review-eligible, including a 
standing requirement that Return Mail said 
the government had not met.

The government argued that it could have 
the patent reviewed because the USPS was 
accused of infringement, and the PTAB 
agreed. U.S. Postal Serv. v. Return Mail Inc., 
No. CBM2014-00116, 2014 WL 5339212 
(P.T.A.B. Oct. 16, 2014).

U.S. Justice Department attorney Malcolm L.  
Stewart argued for the government. He 
defined the word “person” for the justices by 
saying those who wrote the provisions that 
define patent review proceedings wanted to 
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The Supreme Court is scheduled to issue its 
opinion before July.  WJ

Attorneys:
Petitioner: Beth S. Brinkmann, Covington & 
Burling, Washington, DC

Respondents: Malcolm L. Stewart, Deputy 
Solicitor General, Justice Department, 
Washington, DC

make the PTO’s proceedings available on “a 
widespread basis.”

Justice Neil Gorsuch questioned the 
government’s reasoning. “You’re suggesting, 
well, because ‘person’ is broad and it’s a big 
term, it includes the government,” he said. 
“Isn’t that flipping the presumption?”

Related Filings: 
Reply brief: 2019 WL 527478 
Respondents’ brief: 2019 WL 169139 
Certiorari petition: 2018 WL 2412130 
Federal Circuit opinion: 868 F.3d 1350 
PTAB decision: 2014 WL 5339212

Trademark
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“Outside bankruptcy … the licensor’s breach 
would not let it take away the licensee’s right 
to use the mark. The licensor could say I’m 
breaching all day long, but the licensee could 
continue to use the mark.”

Spinelli argued on behalf of petitioner 
Mission Product Holdings Inc., which is 
seeking to overturn a decision last year from 
the 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

The 1st Circuit said Mission lost its right to use 
Chapter 11 debtor Tempnology’s trademarks 
once Tempnology rejected the parties’ 
pre-bankruptcy license agreement as an 
executory contract. Mission Prod. Holdings v. 
Tempnology (In re Tempnology), 879 F.3d 389 
(1st Cir. 2018).

An executory contract is one that requires 
continued performance by both sides.

Section 365(a) of the Bankruptcy Code,  
11 U.S.C.A. § 365(a), gives debtors the ability 
to reject executory contracts. Section 365(g) 
of the code states that rejection is treated  
as a breach by the debtor immediately  
before filing for bankruptcy, giving the 
counterparty to the contract a pre-petition 
claim for damages.

Zachary D. Tripp, assistant to the U.S. 
solicitor general, argued in support of 
Mission as amicus curiae, saying the 1st 
Circuit ruling sets a “damaging precedent” 
that “undermines the stability and value of 
trademark licenses across the board.”

Arguing for Tempnology, Douglas Hallward-
Driemeier of Ropes & Gray in Washington, 
D.C., said the trademark license conveyed  
no property rights to Mission, but gave it  
only a contractual right to use the mark 
subject to the debtor’s control.

Once the debtor rejects the agreement, he 
said, “then that control goes away, and with 
the control goes the license.”

CONFLICTING PRECEDENTS

The justices must resolve a split between the 
1st Circuit’s holding and a decision from the 
7th Circuit that said a licensee’s trademark 
rights survive rejection of the agreement in 
bankruptcy. Sunbeam Prods. v. Chicago Am. 
Mfg., 686 F.3d 372 (7th Cir. 2012).

Mission said in its certiorari petition that the 
high court should side with Sunbeam and 
reject the 1st Circuit’s decision, which relied 
on an outdated case from the 4th Circuit, 
Lubrizol Enters. Inc. v. Richmond Metal 
Finishers Inc., 756 F.2d 1043 (4th Cir. 1985).

In response to Lubrizol, which involved 
a license for a metal coating process,  
Congress enacted Sections 365(n) and 
101(35A) of the Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C.A. 
§§ 365(n) and 101(35A).

Section 365(n) protects the rights of 
intellectual property licensees, but the code’s 
definition of “intellectual property” set 
forth in Section 101(35A) does not expressly 
include trademarks.

TRADEMARKS ARE DIFFERENT

In response to questions from several of the 
justices about the omission of trademarks 
from Section 365(n), Spinelli said, “There 
is no question whatsoever that Congress 
repudiated the basic rule of Lubrizol.”

“Congress never thought that rejection 
would enable the estate to take back rights 
already conveyed to the licensee,” she said.

Congress omitted trademarks from Section 
365(n), she said, because trademarks differ 
from other forms of intellectual property and 
Congress thought their inclusion required 
further study.

A trademark owner, unlike the owner of 
a patent or copyright, has a continuous 
obligation to monitor the use of its mark, or 
risk losing it.

Justices Samuel Alito and Elena Kagan 
asked whether that obligation would  

defeat the purpose of rejection, which is 
to relieve the debtor of its obligation to  
continue performing under the contract.

“The quality-control obligation is an 
obligation that’s imposed by trademark law, 
not solely by the contract,” Spinelli replied.

‘AN EXTORTIONATE CHOICE’

“How do you explain that the scholars in 
this field, the bankruptcy field, disagree with 
your interpretation and they say Lubrizol 
was wrong and Sunbeam was right?” Justice 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg asked Tempnology’s 
attorney, Hallward-Driemeier.

That view is not unanimous, he said.

The International Trademark Association, 
which filed an amicus brief supporting 
Mission, and other groups have asked 
Congress “many times” to adopt an exception 
similar to Section 365(n) for trademarks,  
and Congress has not done so, he said.

“So now they’re asking this court to do what 
they have failed to obtain from Congress,”  
he said.

“Outside bankruptcy … the licensor’s breach  
would not let it take away the licensee’s right to use the mark,” 

Mission Product Holdings’ attorney said.
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Justice Sonia Sotomayor asked Hallward-
Driemeier how a ruling in his client’s favor 
could affect franchise agreements, referring 
to an example given by Tripp during his 
argument.

Tripp said a ruling in the debtor’s favor could 
harm franchisees who had invested millions 
of dollars in reliance on the use of the 
franchisor’s mark.

“They’re asking this court 
to do what they have failed 
to obtain from Congress,” 

Tempnology’s attorney said.

claims are reduced to often pennies on the 
dollars because they’re pre-petition claims.”

MOOTNESS

Justice Neil Gorsuch asked Spinelli to explain 
why the case was not moot.

“As I understand it, your client wasn’t 
under any orders not to use the license, the 
trademark, and so on what theory are you 
injured and what damages might you have?” 
he asked.

Mission was wrongly prevented from using 
the trademark on goods post-petition, 
Spinelli replied.

Tempnology had stopped supplying Mission 
with products prior to the bankruptcy 
filing, but the agreement gave Mission the 
right to obtain goods from other sources if 
Tempnology failed to provide them, she said.

‘1-SIDED’ AMICI SUPPORT

Mission received amicus curiae support  
from a group of law professors and the  
New York Intellectual Property Law 
Association, in addition to the U.S. solicitor 
general and the International Trademark 
Association.

Two other organizations, the American 
Intellectual Property Law Association 
and the Intellectual Property Owners  

Association, filed briefs seeking to draw the 
justices’ attention to aspects of the case 
without supporting either side.

Tempnology did not receive any amicus 
support.

It has been two years since a case that  
was not against the United States had seen 
such “one-sided support,” according to a 
Feb. 13 posting to SCOTUSblog.  WJ

Attorneys:
Petitioner: Danielle Spinelli, Wilmer Cutler 
Pickering Hale & Dorr, Washington, DC

Respondent: Douglas Hallward-Driemeier,  
Ropes & Gray, Washington, DC

Amicus (U.S. Solicitor General’s Office):  
Zachary D. Tripp, U.S. Justice Department, 
Washington, DC

Related Filings: 
Oral argument transcript: 2019 WL 719103 
Intellectual Property Owners Association amicus 
brief: 2018 WL 6618026 
United States amicus brief: 2018 WL 6618027 
New York Intellectual Property Law Association 
amicus brief: 2018 WL 6618028 
Law professors’ amicus brief: 2018 WL 6618029 
International Trademark Association amicus 
brief: 2018 WL 6618030 
American Intellectual Property Law Association 
amicus brief: 2018 WL 6618031 
Petitioner’s opening brief: 2018 WL 6584717

See Document Section A (P. 17) for the transcript.

If Tempnology’s argument is adopted, a 
trademark owner that goes into bankruptcy 
could “pull the rug out from under every 
single one of its franchisees and basically 
put them to an extortionate choice between 
paying a higher royalty payment or shutting 
down their business and firing all their 
workers,” he said.

A franchisee is no different from any other 
creditor, Hallward-Driemeier said.

“A person might have invested millions of 
dollars as a bondholder in the estate,” he 
said. “It might have been a trade creditor 
with millions of dollars of claims. All of those 
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(10:10 a.m.)

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: We’ll hear argument this morning in Case 17-1657, Mission Product Holdings versus Tempnology, LLC.

Ms. Spinelli.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF DANIELLE SPINELLI ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER

MS. SPINELLI: Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the Court:

Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code lets the trustee decide whether the estate will become a party to an executory contract of the 
debtor. If so, the trustee assumes the contract and the estate steps in to the debtor’s shoes. If not, the trustee rejects the contract.
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The statute’s plain text tells us what that means. Rejection constitutes a breach of such contract immediately before the date of the 
filing of the petition. The debtor will not fulfill any remaining unperformed obligations under the contract, and the counterparty will 
have a prepetition claim against the debtor for any resulting damages.

*4 But that’s all rejection is, the estate’s decision not to take on the debtor’s future performance obligations, which are therefore 
breached.

The overwhelming consensus of courts and scholars is that rejection can’t give the estate any greater rights with respect to the 
rejected contract than the debtor would have outside bankruptcy.

And as Respondent doesn’t contest, outside bankruptcy, a licensor could not use its own breach of contract as a basis to terminate 
the licensee’s rights under the agreement.

JUSTICE ALITO: But you just said, and I think it’s correct, that the debtor would be -- rejection means that the debtor has no obligation 
to perform future duties under the contract.

But, if the debtor in this case, as the owner of the trademark in question, did not continue to perform quality control activities in 
relationship to the mark, would that not imperil the future of -- the -- the validity of the mark? So how can -- how can the debtor not 
*5 continue to perform duties under the contract?

MS. SPINELLI: So the -- the quality control obligation is an obligation that’s imposed by trademark law, not solely by the contract 
and, in many cases, not at all by the contract.

It is quite true that if --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: How is that relevant? Meaning, yes, I -- I assume that there’s both a contractual obligation and a legal 
obligation under trademark law, but to the extent that there’s a rejection of the contract, the property owner is electing to say, as he 
-- as it is entitled to say under the law, I reject that obligation vis-a-vis you. Hence, you can’t continue to use my mark because I can’t 
assure -- I’m not capable -- that’s why you reject a contract, because it’s not been official to the company -- I reject that obligation. 
Hence, I reject your being able to use it.

MS. SPINELLI: No. With respect, Justice Sotomayor, that is not how it works.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Why?

MS. SPINELLI: When --

*6 JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Why? Why isn’t that exactly how it works? Meaning, once I lend you something and say it’s conditioned on 
my approval of what you’re doing, and I withdraw that approval, haven’t I withdrawn --

MS. SPINELLI: No. So the -- the license -- so let’s imagine that the agreement itself imposed an obligation on the licensor to monitor 
the quality of the licensee’s goods.

If that is so, the licensor is free -- the -- the estate can choose not to assume that going-forward obligation, but rejection only relates 
to contractual obligations. It does --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: One of the trademark amici briefs said, if you’re the licensee, you don’t have the right to produce an item. If 
this license was one in which I gave you the license to sell my goods, that they -- and I refuse to sell you the goods, they can’t go out 
and make the goods, they can’t go out and put the trademark on something else because they don’t have the right to do that.

MS. SPINELLI: Different license agreements work in different ways. And it’s --

*7 JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: I don’t disagree, but the point is that you’ve been -- that by rejecting the contract, I’ve basically said you 
can’t use my goods. You’re -- you’re entitled to sue me. You can’t use my mark. You’re entitled to sue me.

MS. SPINELLI: Justice Sotomayor, let me explain why I think that’s not correct.

First of all, outside bankruptcy, as Respondent has conceded, the licensor’s breach would not let it take away the licensee’s right to 
use the mark. The licensor could say I’m breaching all day long, but the licensee could continue to use the mark.
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JUSTICE KAGAN: When -- when you say that, Ms. Spinelli, what law do you look to to find that, to find that principle?

MS. SPINELLI: That --

JUSTICE KAGAN: I mean, you say you look to outside bankruptcy law.

MS. SPINELLI: Correct. Correct.

JUSTICE KAGAN: Are you looking to state law? Is it a kind of common law?

MS. SPINELLI: Trademarks are governed by state law, by federal -- and by federal *8 statute, the Lanham Act, and the case law that’s 
developed under the Lanham Act.

So -- but this is actually a much simpler principle. It’s simply that there -- there is nothing that the licensor could do outside bankruptcy 
by breaching to stop the licensee from using the mark. The only thing that it could do is bring a suit to enjoin the licensee from using 
the mark, and in that case, the license would be a complete defense.

So, outside bankruptcy, it can’t be done. The other point --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: I do have a question about --

MS. SPINELLI: Of course.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- 365(n).

MS. SPINELLI: Of course.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Which is 365(n) is not the default rule with respect to intellectual property. It gives more and less rights to 
the lessors and lessees than the common law would permit.

MS. SPINELLI: That’s correct.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Seems counterintuitive to me or counterlogical, given *9 the explanation that the Congress gave, that it 
understood that trademark owners would get more rights than (n) provides to other licensors in the intellectual property field.

It mentioned the reason why the courts up to that time who had recognized rejection as termination, that trademark owners were 
different because they had quality control problems. So I read that and I think to myself: Why would you think of giving trademark 
owners more rights or less rights than -- than people under (n)?

MS. SPINELLI: Let me -- let me explain, Justice Sotomayor. It is certainly true that Congress made an advertent decision to leave 
trademarks out of 365(n), but the legislative history makes it very clear that, in enacting 365(n), Congress did so because it thought 
the rule of Lubrizol, which is that rejection deprives the counterparty of rights already conveyed under the agreement, was wrong. 
And that principle can’t logically be confined --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: But it didn’t -- it didn’t think it was wrong completely.

*10 MS. PINELLI: I --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Because -- because it -- it did a sort of hybrid, giving more and less at the same time.

MS. SPINELLI: But it did completely repudiate the Lubrizol rule.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Not really.

MS. SPINELLI: It said --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: It -- it -- it kept some of it and it rejected others because of the situational difference.
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MS. SPINELLI: No, with respect, Justice Sotomayor, what it -- what it did is it said that the licensee can retain its rights under the 
contract. And that’s precisely at issue in Lubrizol.

It did -- it did, in addition, go on to set out a specific federal regime governing subsidiary issues that arise with respect to the 
relationship between the licensee and the licensor following rejection. And you’re correct that that regime differs in some respects 
from the state law that would otherwise apply.

But there is no question whatsoever *11 that Congress repudiated the basic rule of Lubrizol, saying that it was never intended that, in 
addition to relieving itself of the debtor’s affirmative performance obligations, Congress never thought that rejection would enable 
the estate to take back rights already conveyed to the licensee.

JUSTICE GINSBURG: Could one say it didn’t take any position on Lubrizol one way or another in the trademark context? It did quite 
specifically in the patent context, but it didn’t either approve or disapprove.

MS. SPINELLI: One could say that, Justice Ginsburg. I -- I believe the reason that Congress didn’t include trademarks in 365(n) is 
because it -- first of all, it was dealing with an emergency with respect to patent licenses. The situation was described as urgent. That 
was what Lubrizol was about.

Congress recognized that trademarks do have some differences from patents, and it thought that further study was required in order 
to shape the federal rules that would govern the parties’ relationship.

JUSTICE KAGAN: But -- but the *12 difference -- it said specifically, didn’t it, what the difference it thought there was, right?

MS. SPINELLI: Yes, it did.

JUSTICE KAGAN: Which was this quality control --

MS. SPINELLI: Correct.

JUSTICE KAGAN: -- obligation that Justice Alito started us off with. And I guess just to take us back there, why is it that that obligation 
does not make trademarks different under -- you -- you say we look to state law.

I mean, is it -- are you saying that there’s uniform state law that says that the quality control obligation sort of makes no difference 
with respect to this issue, that the entire contract is not unwound?

MS. SPINELLI: There’s -- I don’t believe anyone would say that the entire contract can be unwound by the unilateral act of the 
licensor. That’s just basic contract law.

JUSTICE KAGAN: Right. I mean, the question is whether the quality control obligation makes trademarks different --

*13 MS. SPINELLI: Not --

JUSTICE KAGAN: -- from normal contract law.

MS. SPINELLI: No.

JUSTICE KAGAN: That’s the question.

MS. SPINELLI: And the answer is no. There is no support for that at all. What happens -- what happens when the licensor abdicates 
its quality control obligations, which, again, stem from trademark law, not from the contract, is that the licensor risks abandonment 
of the mark.

So the licensor may use the -- may lose its rights in the mark. If that happens, then the mark is up for grabs. The licensee can continue 
to use it. So can third parties. Whoever can establish rights in it through use will be the new owner.

But it absolutely does not change basic contract law principles, including that the breaching party cannot terminate the contract 
because it breaches. The opposite is true.
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JUSTICE ALITO: What would that -- I’m sorry.

*14 MS. SPINELLI: I’m sorry, Justice Alito.

JUSTICE ALITO: What would happen in this situation? So the debtor is the lessor of residential property. It rejects the lease, and you 
would say that the -- the -- however, the -- the lessee could continue to live --

MS. SPINELLI: Correct.

JUSTICE ALITO: -- in the residential property, and the lessor would be relieved of any further obligations under the contract?

MS. SPINELLI: Correct.

JUSTICE ALITO: But not statutory obligations?

MS. SPINELLI: Correct -- it -- correct. So if --

JUSTICE ALITO: So if there was a statute that said that the -- any lessor of residential property has to provide heat, they would 
continue -- it would have to continue to do that?

MS. SPINELLI: Precisely. And the reason that’s so is that the estate is the owner of the underlying property. So, if it’s an apartment 
building, the estate now owns the *15 apartment building.

The estate is not given any kind of exemption from generally applicable law relating to property ownership simply because it’s in 
bankruptcy or because a contract relating to that asset has been rejected.

This is the kind of thing the trustee deals with every day. The trustee is obligated with respect to all of the estate’s assets to comply 
with generally applicable law, and it’s also required to decide whether a particular asset is valuable enough to be worth investing 
estate funds in.

So, with regard to the quality control obligation, the trustee will have to make a decision: Is this mark valuable to the estate? And, 
if so, is it valuable enough to warrant making the really pretty minimal investment that’s necessary to continue monitoring quality?

JUSTICE KAGAN: I mean, just thinking --

MS. SPINELLI: That --

JUSTICE KAGAN: I’m sorry.

MS. SPINELLI: No, please, Justice *16 Kagan.

JUSTICE KAGAN: You know, just thinking about that example you gave, the analogy of the --- the lessor of real property, there is in 
many cities background law that says once the landlord stops maintaining the property, the city insists that the tenant leave because 
the property isn’t safe anymore.

And I guess one question is whether there might be or is a similar background rule with respect to what happens to a trademark 
where the obligation for quality control is not being maintained? Is that a silly analogy?

MS. SPINELLI: It’s not a silly analogy at all, but there is not analogous law. It -- you know, the -- again, the licensor’s breach doesn’t 
entitle it to terminate the licensee’s rights.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Before you --

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Does -- does the licensee have any rights with respect to quality control if the licensor is not fulfilling its 
duty?

MS. SPINELLI: So the licensee frequently takes upon itself the great burden *17 of quality control. I mean, quality control is obviously 
in the licensee’s interest as much as the licensor’s, because the licensee wants to maintain the validity of the mark just as much as 
the licensor. And the licensee is selling goods, and it doesn’t want them to get a reputation for poor quality.
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JUSTICE GORSUCH: Can I ask you to address the mootness question in this case?

MS. SPINELLI: Of course.

JUSTICE GORSUCH: So as I understand it -- let’s put the exclusive distribution rights off the table. The -- the court below said they’re 
forfeited. Assume for the moment that I’m going to -- I’m not going to un-forfeit them. So we just have the license arrangement.

And as I understand it, your client wasn’t under any orders not to use the license, the trademark, and so what -- on what theory are 
you injured and -- and what damages might you have?

MS. SPINELLI: Mission was injured because it was wrongly prevented from using the trademark on its goods post-rejection. The *18 
bankruptcy court --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: But, wait a minute, it had stopped -- it had said two years before, leading up to the agreement, that it wasn’t 
going to order any goods.

MS. SPINELLI: Well, what happened, Justice Sotomayor, is that, prior to bankruptcy, Tempnology attempted to terminate the 
contract. Mission placed a purchase order. Tempnology said, we’re not going to fill that order.

So it’s true that immediately before the bankruptcy, Mission hadn’t been placing purchase orders because Tempnology was refusing 
to fill them. And then, once the rejection order was put in place --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Were you producing your own goods using their trademark, or were you just --

MS. SPINELLI: No.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- buying from them?

MS. SPINELLI: Oh, I’m sorry -- no. At that point, we were purchasing the goods from Tempnology, which was a requirement under 
*19 the contract.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: So they no longer had to supply you with goods. So why are we here? Meaning --

MS. SPINELLI: They did have an obligation --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- that’s a brief -- they have -- they have -- they have an obligation and you’re open to damages, but without 
an -- without you producing the goods, I thought that brief from the amici said that you’re relieved from supplying goods, the lessor 
is relieved from supplying goods.

MS. SPINELLI: But, Justice Sotomayor, we had a right under the agreement, if Tempnology failed to provide us with goods, to source 
those goods elsewhere.

May I reserve the remainder of my time?

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Yes.

MS. SPINELLI: Thank you.

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Mr. Tripp.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF ZACHARY D. TRIPP FOR THE UNITED STATES,  
AS AMICUS CURIAE, IN SUPPORT OF THE PETITIONER

*20 MR. TRIPP: Excuse me. Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the Court:

If I could just pick up on a couple of the questions about whether trademarks are different and then say a few words about our rule, 
why Respondents are wrong, and what the United States’ interest is here.
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So I -- I think an important point about trademarks with the quality control -- JUSTICE GORSUCH: I’m not going to interrupt you 
again --

MR. TRIPP: Yeah.

JUSTICE GORSUCH: -- but if you could add to that excellent list of things to do discussing mootness.

MR. TRIPP: Yeah --

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Thank you.

MR. TRIPP: -- I’ll -- I’ll start with the mootness. The case is not moot. This is, at bottom, a claim for money damages, and it’s still up 
in the air whether Petitioner is going to get a judgment in its favor.

*21 Respondent has raised a number of arguments why on remand Petitioner would lose even if you rule in their favor here, but 
Petitioner disputes all of that, and no court has resolved those remaining disputes. But --

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Well, if we put aside the exclusive distribution agreement, and I -- I really don’t want to belabor this --

MR. TRIPP: Yeah.

JUSTICE GORSUCH: -- but I’d like you to focus specifically on -- on the trademark license.

If there was no order prohibiting Petitioner from using the trademark at any point, then where are the damages?

MR. TRIPP: But this part of Respondent’s argument I’m -- I’m not sure I understand because it seems to prove way too much, because 
if it’s right that you can’t get damages even when there’s a bankruptcy court order, basically declaratory judgment saying that it 
would be unlawful for you to use the mark, then you wouldn’t be able to get damages even under their theory of the case that you 
can take away the license in bankruptcy by *22 rejecting it and terminating it; you -- you would leave the counterparty with nothing, 
unless they went back into court and asked for an injunction against the thing the court just told it was already illegal.

It’s a very strange argument, so I’m not sure I follow that.

JUSTICE GORSUCH: The bankruptcy argument -- well, I’m not sure I follow you. So one of us is just confused --

MR. TRIPP: Yeah.

JUSTICE GORSUCH: -- and it may well be me, but if -- if the bankruptcy court is simply saying you’ve rejected it and the rejection only 
means that you don’t have to perform and that you breached, does that prohibit --

MR. TRIPP: That wouldn’t have prohibited it. But what the bankruptcy court here went further and said, the effect of rejection is to 
terminate your license, is to take it away from you. They -- they -- it -- it adopted Respondent’s rule, which we’re respectfully saying 
is wrong.

JUSTICE GORSUCH: I see. Okay.

*23 MR. TRIPP: And Petitioner --

JUSTICE GORSUCH: I under -- I track you now. Thank you.

MR. TRIPP: And so Petitioner is saying there’s -- there’s money on the table.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: So go back to the argument you were making. So the court tells them you can’t, you don’t have an exclusive 
license. That’s been waived or forfeited.

So what remains of this case?

MR. TRIPP: Well, they also -- JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Because you’re saying under their theory they can’t move forward, they have a 
non-exclusive license, but if they’re not getting goods, what’s their -- why isn’t this case moot?
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MR. TRIPP: Well, at least as I understand Petitioner’s theory, and, of course, we wouldn’t have a position on -- on what’s going to 
happen on remand. They are saying there is still money on the table, they could have gotten, they could have sourced the goods from 
somewhere else. And -- and no court has resolved these remaining claims.

And so this is still a very much alive *24 case. And we’re really urging the Court just to answer the trademark question here and to 
send it back down. The First Circuit has a damaging precedent on the books that we think really just undermines the -- the stability 
and value of trademark licenses across the board.

I mean, you imagine a situation where you’re a franchisee who’s invested millions of dollars in reliance on the ability, you know, to -- to 
-- to put up the name McDonald’s and the -- and the golden arches and all of that.

What -- under Respondent’s rule, what they are saying is as soon as the -- the trademark owner goes into bankruptcy for any reason, 
they can pull the rug out from under every single one of its franchisees and basically put them to an extortionate choice between 
paying a higher royalty payment or shutting down their business and firing all their workers.

And -- and so we’re really urging the Court just to adopt the Sunbeam rule and to reverse.

And to get back to --

JUSTICE BREYER: Do you want -- do you  *25 want -- are you -- I mean, the main question that I have, I think, is the same that Justice 
Alito and Justice Kagan had --

MR. TRIPP: Yeah. That’s where I was just --

JUSTICE BREYER: -- where I think -- well, let me show you. Where I think this comes from an article by Professor Andrews, and he 
says, look, I’m a debtor, you’re the licensee, but say you leased a house. There are two assets here; one is the house, which you’ve 
leased, and the other is a promise by me to replace the windows. All right?

So, if you can analogize it to that, you win. Well, the more I think about it, I’m not sure. Why?

A, there are a lot of special provisions in the trademark law and in bankruptcy law about houses and leases. B, it’s really a special kind 
of house. It’s like a house that would collapse unless you keep it up; maybe like an igloo that you promised to air condition.

You know, you break your promise to air condition, no more igloo. Now, if you seem *26 to think of it like that, you think, no, there 
aren’t two rights.

MR. TRIPP: Yeah.

JUSTICE BREYER: This upkeep business is an essential part of one right, which is going to give you the house to live in. So I -- I -- I 
-- so I had -- I would like you or Ms. Spinelli or, you know --

MR. TRIPP: Yeah. So --

JUSTICE BREYER: -- at some point to tell me which is the strong -- why is it stronger --

MR. TRIPP: Yeah. It’s not really like that. And I think a key portion of this, key -- key piece of it is if the trademark owner stops 
performing the quality control --

JUSTICE BREYER: Yeah.

MR. TRIPP: -- and maintaining the distinctiveness of the mark to consumers, that does not instantly destroy the mark, right? That is 
a process, gradual, it’s over time.

And then another thing that makes it different from your igloo example is that, at the end of the day, the licensee can still use the 
mark because the only thing that happens if *27 you stop performing the quality control is eventually, at the end of the day, after 
some period of time, it’ll be abandoned and returned to the public domain.

And I -- I really think it’s -- actually, it’s a lot more like the situation in our brief, which we talk about, of leasing somebody a photocopier 
where you agree to maintain it over time.
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It may well be that if you stop the maintenance on the photocopier, that eventually the photocopier is going to -- going to eventually 
break down. But that doesn’t mean that you can repossess the copier by breaching your obligation to perform the maintenance, 
right? That’s, I think, really the heart of this case

Just to say a couple words about why Respondents are wrong, they’re pressing an argument in their -- in their briefs that you should 
draw a negative inference from (n), that the exact opposite rule should apply for trademarks.

And I just want to emphasize how bizarre it would be to read (n) that way. The *28 whole point of (n) was to overrule Lubrizol’s specific 
result as to patents. And nobody implicitly ratifies or endorses a court’s mode of reasoning.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Except the report said exactly the opposite, that they weren’t taking a position.

MR. TRIPP: Yeah, so I -- I --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: So it can’t be that their entire -- their entire purpose was to overrule. As I mentioned, they overruled it in part 
and didn’t in part.

MR. TRIPP: Yeah. So --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Because there are certain contracts they gave the lessees more rights or the lessors more rights. They 
exempted some things from royalty payments or royalty setoffs. They did a bunch of different things.

MR. TRIPP: So I think that’s -- I think really they overwhelmingly overruled Lubrizol. That’s really the bottom line. And the differences 
are really far down in the details. This is a reticulated scheme that Congress established for patents that is, I *29 admit, somewhat 
different than what would apply under the general background rule, like under (n) (3) and (n) (4), this is pretty far down in the weeds, 
but -- and this is reproduced in our brief in 14-A and 15-A.

It imposes basically an obligation on the licensor to actually continue performing some of the obligations under the contract, 
notwithstanding the rejection. In (n) (4), it imposes a duty to continue performing, even during the period where the trustee’s still 
trying to figure out whether to assume or reject it.

And so I think really the right lesson to take away from (n) is the one Justice Ginsburg was saying, which is that it doesn’t put a thumb 
on the scale one way or the other. They just didn’t answer the trademark question. Sometimes an omission is just an omission, as 
Judge Easterbrook put it.

But -- so then what you have to do is just resolve this by looking at the background rule under (a) and (g). And on that, I think we 
have just by -- by far the better of the reading because (g) tells you what happens when *30 you reject a contract, and the answer is 
that the rejection constitutes a breach.

And I guess just one last point about (g) which I think is very helpful to our position. And this is reproduced in -- in the text at 8-A.

I mean, really, Respondents are effectively reading (n) to be an exception to the general rule in (g). They are saying that the general 
rule in (g) is that you can claw back somebody’s rights, take back past performance. But, if you look at the text of (g), it just doesn’t 
say that.

It doesn’t mention (n). It doesn’t say that it’s an exception. And it identifies these two other provisions, (h) (2) and (i) (2), as exceptions 
to the general rule and they have nothing to do with what we’re talking about here. Those are about situations where you get an 
offset rather than a prepetition claim.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: I’m sorry, I don’t really understand that argument. It seems as all of these are exceptions by their nature, and 
that goes contrary to the general rule that if it’s an exception, the rule is different *31 than the exception.

MR. TRIPP: No, I think what they really are are codifications of the background rule to clarify difficult situations that are raised in --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: That’s what you think, but, you know, the greatest problem here is that rejection is not a contract term. 
We don’t -- when we talk about contracts, we talk about repudiating them, terminating them, avoiding them, a bunch of different 
language.
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But bankruptcy is using a very specialized term, rejection. And your adversary is right that it’s not generally that we reject a piece of 
a contract. We generally reject the entire contract. And so it’s not the rejection of one claim under a contract.

So it -- there is some force to their argument that reading it the way you do is contrary to its language.

MR. TRIPP: If I could answer the question.

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Yes.

MR. TRIPP: So just, I mean, (g) says that it constitutes a breach. I’ve already *32 walked through a couple other things, the avoidance 
powers cut back on this, but just one last one is the history of this language which we discuss in our brief that it’s grounded in the 
common law of trusts and receiverships, the idea that the trustee is not technically a party to the contract, and it has a choice of 
whether to assume or reject it.

And the rule back then under the common law was the same one we’re advocating now, the Learned Hand decision we cite in our 
brief drives this home, that the trust -- that the bankrupt landlord, the trustee, can stop paying for your heat and hot water, but he 
cannot evict you. You keep your rights.

And so we’re asking the Court to reverse.

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Thank you, Mr. Tripp.

Mr. Hallward-Driemeier.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF DOUGLAS HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENTS

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the Court:

I’d like to start with the issue of *33 mootness. And if we take the exclusive distribution rights off the table, which was the source of 
the $4 million of claims that Petitioner referred to in their reply at the petition stage that kept the case from being moot, we’re left 
only with a non-exclusive trademark license that has already expired.

And any dispute about the rights under that is moot. As I said, it’s already expired, so we don’t have a forward-looking issue. It would 
only be a past issue. And as the questions have indicated, there were -- was no use of the trademark during the post-rejection period.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: The -- the bankruptcy court did not stop that non-exclusive use, correct?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: That -- that’s right. All that the bankruptcy court did was, at our request, declare the parties’ rights, 
what was the meaning of rejection.

And the -- the only argument that Petitioner has that would -- that they have some basis of claim against my client for the post-
rejection period is that we sought that *34 ruling from the court. But --

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Why isn’t that enough to have -- at least have an acorn of injury for Article III purposes, the uncertainty created 
by a declaratory judgment that effectively you can’t use it? It may not prohibit you from using it, but it sure may cause you to think 
twice about doing so. And there might be damages available.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Your Honor, I -- I think that would be directly contrary to the First Amendment and the Noerr-
Pennington doctrine. We have a right to go to court to ask it to declare the parties’ rights, and that can’t be the tortious act that 
creates damages on the part of the other side. They have no claim against us because we took no action against them to stop them 
from using the -- the trademark.

Their own words in the First Circuit reflect this because, by their own words -- and this is at JA 572 -- they say, “But for the bankruptcy 
court decision, Mission would have continued using Coolcore’s trademarks.” So it was only that decision, and our only act is *35 
asking the court to make a ruling. And I don’t believe that this Court’s precedent would allow a claim to be based on that.

That’s our mootness argument. And with that, I’m happy to proceed to the merits on the assumption that the Court might reach 
them.
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JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Could you answer the solicitor general’s concern that a ruling in your favor would affect any number of other 
contracts, the copier example, the -- the car example, any of the other, or the McDonald’s franchise?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: I’d -- I’d be happy to, Your Honor, because I think the photocopier example is actually paradigmatic. 
And there is -- we -- we mentioned that there’s another section of the code, Section 542(a), that -- that provides for a party who’s in 
possession of property of the estate to return that property to the estate upon the filing of the petition.

And if the copier is held under a lease, then the copier is property of the estate. And that provision would require the *36 -- the party 
to return the copier to the -- to the -- to the bankruptcy estate, unless they assume the contract, which they’re going to do because 
that’s a source of income.

So, as a practical matter, they always assume that. The copier in position under the contract is worth more than getting back a used 
copier, which is not worth very much.

But that’s what the rule provides. If, on the other hand, the copier has already been sold, then it’s no longer property of the estate, 
and the other party does not have to return it.

And that’s exactly what -- the rule that we advocate for. So under Section 365 --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: And the McDonald’s franchise?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: The McDonald’s franchise is an interesting exception because they highlight the million dollars 
perhaps or more that’s been invested by the franchisee. That does not distinguish the franchisee from any of the other creditors of 
the bankruptcy estate.

A person might have invested millions *37 of dollars as a bondholder in the estate. It might have been a -- a trade creditor with 
millions of dollars of claims.

All of those claims are reduced to often pennies on the dollars because they’re prepetition claims. And that’s the same that Congress 
provided for counterparties. All the creditors of the bankruptcy estate have to bring these claims as prepetition claims.

And that’s the critical language of 365(g) (1). It says that it constitutes a breach, but doesn’t stop there. It says that it constitutes a 
breach as of the day before the petition. It’s a prepetition claim for breach.

And it’s the temporal element that’s critical. And that temporal element continues through the other provisions. 502(g) (1) says that 
you must bring your claims on the basis of rejection and that that claim is as if the breach had happened before the petition.

And when you get to 1114, which is the discharge provision, it says that those claims that arose before the plan is confirmed are 
discharged, and then it specifically *38 cross-references 502.

JUSTICE ALITO: And what do you say about the -- the example of the lessor and the lessee?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, Your Honor, ever since the 1934 Act, Congress has included exceptions that specifically deal with 
real estate. And so I would say we’d have to go to the terms of the specific -- specific exception in 365(h) (1).

Now what’s notable is that that exception -- two things. One, it provides less rights, not more, but less rights than under Petitioner’s 
general rule. So instead of being an exception that -- that protects a -- a favored class, which is what Congress thought it was doing, 
it’s instead a statement that -- that puts them in a worse position.

The other thing that’s interesting about it is that 365(h) (1) only applies to lessees where the lease has commenced. So, in other 
words, the party whose lease has commenced, which is the party that would have a particular claim on Congress’s interest, has lesser 
rights than a lessee whose lease has not *39 yet commenced. If you’ve not --

JUSTICE GINSBURG: Can we go back and see -- is there any disagreement between you and the other side about what would happen 
outside bankruptcy? And as we’re told, outside bankruptcy, one party’s rejection doesn’t terminate the rights of the opposing party.
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MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: That -- that’s right, Your Honor. The -- the out -- the non-bankruptcy rule is that the counterparty has 
the choice. They can either treat the contract as having been a total breach, once -- an anticipatory rejection, counterparty may treat 
it as a total breach, or it may seek to enforce the contract.

What Congress did in 365 is --

JUSTICE KAGAN: And -- and you don’t think that there’s, outside bankruptcy, any special rule for trademarks? You agree --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: I -- I -- no, no, I do think that there are special -- I think that trademarks is a special rule. But what I’m 
trying to explain is that -- that the statute does not operate as they presuppose it does, that the general rule -- *40 JUSTICE KAGAN: 
Well, I just want -- I want -- I want you to tell me -- and I think this is consistent with Justice Ginsburg’s question -- outside bankruptcy, 
what would be the rule in this context, in the trademark context?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, Your Honor, I -- I think -- our view is that you would have a breach of contract claim, but you 
would not have an ongoing use of -- of the trademark because -- precisely because of the nature of the trademark. The nature of the 
trademark is that it is the trademark owner’s reputation.

JUSTICE BREYER: All right. It’s a day before bankruptcy. Nobody knows bankruptcy’s going to take place. I am the holder of a 
trademark. I have leased it to you, and you can use it for 10 years, and I assume certain obligations.

And I write you a letter. You say, ha, ha, ha, I’m not going to do it. Which is a material breach of the contract. Now you bring a lawsuit, 
the day before, and you say: Judge, you know, I want to keep the leased good, which *41 could be anything, jewels for a costume 
company, you know -- I don’t know about igloos, but -- but -- but nonetheless, you say it could be anything.

Okay. What’s the law? Can I keep it or not keep it?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, in -- in our view, you -- you can’t because --

JUSTICE BREYER: Now, when you say “in -- in -- in your view,” I already stop you because it’s amazing to me that there is no authority 
that’s more on point than this real estate stuff, which, as you say, is absolutely filled with writings in the statute.

All right, but -- so -- so you say “in your view,” that means you’re not certain?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, I -- I don’t think that there’s -- there’s case law that’s clear on this --

JUSTICE BREYER: No?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- but -- but the notion of the trademark as property, and McCarthy is very clear --

JUSTICE BREYER: No, I’m not talking about trademarks. Let’s -- necessarily, but -- *42 but, gee, I mean, that had property law for 
500 years and people have breached for 500 years. And --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: But not trademarks, Your Honor, because --

JUSTICE BREYER: Well, no, okay, but there --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Because you couldn’t -- at common law, you couldn’t even license a --

JUSTICE BREYER: Okay.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- a trademark because it was the person, the owner’s reputation.

JUSTICE BREYER: You can’t think of any analogy or anything that would tell us when you walk in the day before, say nobody knows 
about bankruptcy, and you say Breyer has breached the contract --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: I -- I --

JUSTICE BREYER: -- but I want to keep the property.
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MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: I think --

JUSTICE BREYER: There’s just no good case that would help me?

*43 MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, if we’re talking about something other than -- other than trademark --

JUSTICE BREYER: Anything that you think is analogous.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- other than trademark, then you’re right, that the -- the -- the non-bankruptcy law is that the 
counterparty gets to choose whether to treat that anticipatory breach as --

JUSTICE BREYER: Okay. If that’s --

JUSTICE KAGAN: Right. But the question is whether you have any authority for the proposition that trademark is different, whether 
there’s any authority that says if you’re outside bankruptcy and the licensor breaches, is there any authority for the idea that the 
licensee then has to stop using the mark?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: I don’t have a case to --

JUSTICE BREYER: No. And then --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- to that effect, Your Honor.

JUSTICE BREYER: -- you see then -- *44 then the argument really turns down to, which is where I sort of felt after reading the briefs, 
well, is this continuous obligation to keep the trademark going, which is on me, the breacher, is that enough?

And at that point, I become uncertain. And one of the things cutting against you is that the licensee can keep up the trademark 
himself. I don’t know if that’s enough. So have you found anything that would really help me?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: No, but the licensee cannot keep up the trademark. That’s the problem.

JUSTICE BREYER: Right.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: The licensee, under the Lanham Act, the licensee may license the trademark as a “related party” and 
it’s not meaning, you know, subsidiary. It means that it is acting under the control of the trademark owner.

Without that control, the trademark no longer serves as the source of identifying for the consumers that it is a genuine article. That’s 
why trademarks are recognized as *45 property. Of course, historically --

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: So the -- he licensee -- the licensee can’t take any steps when a third-party is infringing the trademark 
regardless of what the licensor thinks?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: No. It’s -- it’s --

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Because the licensee is certainly injured by those infringing activities.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: It’s -- it’s the licensor who enforces the trademark because it is the licensor’s reputation, and the -- 
and the law imposes on the licensor that responsibility.

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Well, it may be the licensor’s reputation, but it’s the licensee’s income, right? If the -- if the trademark no 
longer has value, that certainly undermines the value that the licensee saw in the original contract.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, it -- it may be, Your Honor, but, again, this is why McCarthy specifically warns against analogies 
of trademark to other forms of property, even *46 those that look very similar, like patents, because trademarks require a unity of 
ownership. All goodwill must accrue to the trademark owner because --

JUSTICE BREYER: All right. That may be, but there are thousands of McDonald’s, I guess, firms that have leased the word “McDonald.” 
And if one of -- if somehow super McDonald went bankrupt, couldn’t those trustees say the people in this neighborhood trust me 
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to have real McDonald’s, and what I’ll do is I will look at every hamburger and I will make certain that -- that these hamburgers are 
exactly the same as they were when McDonald was still alive or whatever.

Now he doesn’t have a right to do that? Because I got the impression in the other briefs he does.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Your -- Your -- Your -- Your Honor, once -- once the trademark owner ceases to control the mark and 
enforce the -- the -- the quality --

JUSTICE BREYER: Yeah. What happens?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- then it becomes an abandoned trademark and it loses its *47 value.

JUSTICE BREYER: But what happens to an abandoned trademark? Can you use an abandoned trademark?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, it’s no longer a trademark. It’s no longer --

JUSTICE BREYER: No. Can a person --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Yes.

JUSTICE BREYER: Can --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Yes.

JUSTICE BREYER: He can, okay.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Yes.

JUSTICE BREYER: If he can, and here we’re dealing with non-exclusive licenses, why isn’t that his problem?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, Your Honor, again, the -- the -- the rule, the general rule under the 365(g) is that all claims 
for breach of the contract have to be brought pre-petition. And that’s because a pre-petition claim is pennies on the dollar. A post-
petition claim is dollars for dollar.

If you allow the counterparty to choose, do I want pre-petition pennies or do I want post-petition dollars, they’re always *48 going 
to choose dollars. And that would frustrate Congress’s purpose of ensuring that all claims are brought, resolved, and discharged as 
part of the bankruptcy.

And that’s why Congress knew that it had to provide all of the exceptions to the rule under --

JUSTICE KAGAN: Okay. But that’s your -- that’s your bigger argument, which is not a trademark argument. Your -- that’s an argument 
about everything, right, which is that we should not read (g) to say that, you know, what (g) says, honestly, (g) says constitutes a 
breach. That suggests that you just look to the effects of a breach under non-bankruptcy law. Why -- why doesn’t (g) say that?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: What (g) says is that it constitutes a breach pre-bankruptcy. So the question is, what are the claims 
that have to be brought? Are they all claims? Is it a total breach and you have to bring the full value of claims, or there is some rights 
that -- that continue?

If Congress thought that some rights would continue --

*49 JUSTICE KAGAN: But what -- but what you’re saying, Mr. Hallward-Driemeier, is that -- is that what (g) tells you is that you can 
unwind the entire deal. And that’s not the effect of a breach outside of bankruptcy in -- in -- certainly in the usual context.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: It -- it can be. But -- but the --

JUSTICE KAGAN: Well --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: non-bankruptcy rule gives that choice to the counterparty. And Congress flipped that in
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365. It’s only in the exceptions that the counterparty has the choice.

JUSTICE KAGAN: Well, what language are you pointing to in 36 -- 365(g) that says anything other than we look to see what happens 
when you breach?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: It -- the principal language is that it’s a pre-petition breach. And then you have to trace it through 
-- and I realize the Bankruptcy Code is very convoluted, but you have to trace it through 502(g) (1).

JUSTICE KAGAN: Well, I think we can *50 understand it.

(Laughter.)

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: I’m sure you can, but just to explain why it’s going to take me some steps. 502(g)(1) says that a claim 
that arises from rejection must be brought, administered, and is discharged under the general rule as if it had arisen pre-bankruptcy.

And then the discharge statute, 1114, also refers to 502(g). It says that all claims that arose pre-confirmation are discharged.

And then it specifically references the claims specified in 502(g). Why? Because what 502(g) does is make clear that all claims based 
on the breach that is the rejection are deemed pre-petition breach.

If Congress thought that some of those claims would be brought for pennies but other claims could be brought for full dollars, 
Congress would have told us where that line was, and it didn’t.

What instead Congress did is it provided the general rule that the -- the -- instead of the counterparty getting the choice  *51 to treat 
it as a total breach, if terminated, or sue to enforce, the debtor, the trustee gets that choice. I’m going to treat it as a total breach, 
terminate it.

And then what the exceptions do in each of them is it gives the counterparty a choice. So now it’s the exception. Now, as in non-
bankruptcy law, the counterparty gets the choice to treat it as terminated; that’s the general rule when Congress enacted (n), they 
said that’s the general rule, what would apply, apart from the exception, or accept these rights. But the rights that are accepted are 
a subset of rights that would exist under non-bankruptcy law.

And -- and I’ll point you to (n) in particular, because (n) makes clear that the following rights that the patentee -- that the licensee 
would not -- would have under non-bankruptcy law are not available to it, okay?

The right to specific performance. The right to updates in the -- in the software or the patent. The right to setoff that would be 
available under non-bankruptcy law. The *52 right to an administrative claim.

All of those rights that a party would have under non-bankruptcy law the counterparty does not have if they elect the rights that 
Congress has provided them under (n).

So the idea that Congress adopted this very detailed exception that goes on for pages to provide for patentees’ licenses, rather, 
patent licensees, because they were a favored party, and that in the end those are fewer and lesser than the rights of trademark 
owners or that patent licensees would have had --

JUSTICE GINSBURG: How do you --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- had there been no exception at all.

JUSTICE GINSBURG: -- how do you explain that the scholars in this field, the bankruptcy field, disagree with your interpretation and 
they say Lubrizol was wrong and Sunbeam was right?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, Your Honor, it’s not a uniform view. We’ve pointed to articles that agree with us. The Peter Menell 
argue agrees that upon the rejection of a trademark license, the licensee’s right to *53 use is terminated, and instead they have a 
claim for pre-bankruptcy pennies on the dollar.

And, of course, the Wilton article says the same. Mr. Wilton is my co-counsel, so I understand you may discount that, but the --
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(Laughter.)

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: But -- but it is absolutely not true that the views are unanimous in one -- in one respect.

Among the amici that the other side have are the INTA and other organizations that have gone to Congress many times to ask 
Congress to adopt an exception similar to (n) for trademark licensees, and Congress has refused to do so.

So now they’re asking this Court to do what they have failed to obtain from Congress. But note when they went to Congress to ask 
them to adopt an exception, they understood that it had to be nuanced. It had to balance the parties’ respective rights.

It had to, for example, provide that you had to continue to conform to trademark standards, and, for example, that you have to 
continue to pay your share of advertising fees.

*54 All of these are things that are different because of trademark, because of the duty of control, because of the need to maintain 
consistency. And Congress could do that in a statute, that’s what was proposed, Congress has declined to do so. And it’s --

JUSTICE BREYER: Let me -- let me be sure I’m not missing something. Forget bankruptcy. Think of contract law over the course of 
the centuries, right?

Now, as I started out, A breaches a provision. The ordinary rule is B can keep the property that he’s got if he wants. Isn’t that the 
ordinary rule?

But then there are lots -- there should be lots of not ordinary cases. There should be lots of cases where, maybe not like igloos, but 
the property is severely injured, disappears, dah-dah-dah, unless the breachor keeps it up.

And in those non-bankruptcy cases, what happens? Does he -- does he -- does -- does he -- what happens?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, Your Honor, previously I said that I was not aware *55 of a case that specifically held that breach 
by a licensor ends the licensee’s right to use the mark. My colleagues have --

JUSTICE BREYER: Yeah.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- have reminded me of the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Gorenstein Enterprises v. Quality Care-USA, 
874 F.2d 431, which holds that it does end the licensee’s right to use the mark.

Again, I think that’s because of the nature of trademark, that it represents the -- the owner’s reputation, the unitary theory of 
ownership, which is unique to trademark, and the fact that without that control there is no related party to -- to use the -- the -- the 
mark and, therefore, it ceases to be effective.

JUSTICE ALITO: So this is --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: But --

JUSTICE ALITO: -- a special rule -- we’re outside of bankruptcy -- this is a special rule for trademarks? It’s different from the rule that 
would apply outside bankruptcy for, let’s say, leased property? And it’s -- the reason why there’s a different rule is because of the duty 
of the -- the *56 licensor to maintain the quality control?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Right, right. There’s --

JUSTICE KAGAN: I thought you were saying exactly the opposite, Mr. Hallward-Driemeier. I mean, you said this is consistent with the 
rule for photocopiers.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: In -- in

JUSTICE ALITO: And your entire brief

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: bankruptcy, in bankruptcy, that’s right. I thought Justice Alito’s question --

JUSTICE ALITO: Yeah. No, this is --
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MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- had to do with non-bankruptcy.

JUSTICE ALITO: -- outside bankruptcy. So I -- I don’t -- I don’t understand why there would be a special rule for trademark, outside 
bankruptcy, that would be -- it would be predicated on the licensor’s failure to exercise the quality control.

And so because -- because the licensor doesn’t want to do that, the licensor in -- in breach of the contract gets a more favorable *57 
result. It doesn’t seem to make any sense.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, Your -- Your Honor, it -- again, I think it’s because of the unique nature of the trademark as being 
only -- you can only have a valid license of the trademark if there is that control. That’s specified by the Lanham Act. It’s -- and -- and 
so if you don’t have that control, then you no longer have a valid lease --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: I’m sorry --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- and so --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- but I don’t know why that doesn’t control non-bankruptcy rights.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: We -- if -- if --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Your point would seem to control both, but it doesn’t seem to. You’re saying bankruptcy gives you more 
rights.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, what -- what we’re saying is that there -- we think that with trademarks, especially, you can’t 
continue to exercise the trademark license after rejection and that -- because of the unique character of trademarks.

*58 But under our view, it’s true generally as well, because if you have a lease of a photocopier, it -- it -- the -- the general rule of 
365(g) is that if you -- if you reject a -- a lease of a photocopier, that lease now is -- is effectively terminated. It has been reduced to 
a claim for prepetition damages.

And 542(a) would tell us that the possessor of the photocopier has to return it to the estate, unless the -- the lease is assumed, which 
it normally is, because it’s more beneficial.

So the general rule is that these types of ongoing relationships are terminated, they’re reduced to a claim for pre-bankruptcy 
damages, breach of contract damages that are paid pennies on the dollar, and that it’s not up to the counterparty to decide they 
don’t want pennies on the dollar, they would rather have dollars for dollar, because if that were the case, then no counterparty would 
bring a claim for pre-bankruptcy breach. They would all wait and try to enforce, seek specific performance --

*59 JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Do you have any argument that would limit a ruling in your favor just to trademark law? Because it 
seems to me that you’re asking us to do exactly what the other side wants us to do, to announce a general interpretation of this 
provision that basically says these types of contracts actually do survive --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well -- JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- lessees have the right to terminate, in part, and keep other rights 
alive.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, Your -- Your Honor --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: You -- I thought when I read your briefs that you had an argument as to why we should limit our ruling to 
trademark law. But there’s no way to do that, even under your interpretation.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: No -- no, Your Honor. I -- I think that -- that there is.

First of all, all we’re asking the Court to do is adhere to its ruling in Bildisco, which said that the effect of *60 rejection is that the 
contract is no longer an enforceable contract. That’s -- that’s our rule.

This Court decided it in Bildisco. They -- it was in the NLRA context, but the first part of the opinion is all about how -- why, you know, 
collective bargaining agreements are subject to 365(a) and (g), just like any other contract.
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And so when the Court said --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: That’s somewhat different because that requires actual affirmative obligations by the employers.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Well, Your Honor --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: And you’re not arguing the employer has to -- the trademark owner has to continue his rights.

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: One -- one of the rights that was -- was deemed one that had to be brought as a prepetition claim in 
Bildisco was a -- a -- a claim based upon the loss of seniority rights. Seniority rights is form of property right that would be protected 
certainly by the Due Process Clause.

*61 And yet, that claim for the value of the seniority rights had to be brought as a prepetition claim. It couldn’t just be enforced 
against the employer anymore. It had -- it was reduced to a claim for prepetition damages.

And that’s the rule that we’re articulating. But even if 365 didn’t work the way we say, even if the general rule of 365(g) is that non-
bankruptcy law provides such that the exceptions become superfluous and -- and actually give the favored parties fewer rights than 
the general rule would provide, which is of course contrary to everything this Court has ever said about exceptions, which they’re 
called, “exceptions” in 365(g), we would still have an argument --

JUSTICE KAGAN: But -- so could I --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: -- that trademark is different.

JUSTICE KAGAN: -- understand the sort of nature of the argument? I mean, you have your general argument, and the way that goes 
is Ms. Spinelli says the effect of rejection is breach, and you say the effect of rejection is  *62 rescission. And that’s the basic argument, 
where, you know, honestly, Ms. Spinelli has this language that says it constitutes a breach. So -- but --

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: Prepetition breach.

JUSTICE KAGAN: So -- but then you say, even if Ms. Spinelli is right on that and we just look to what it means to breach outside non 
-- outside bankruptcy law, then you say we have a special rule for trademarks because trademarks are different outside bankruptcy 
law, and you point us to a single Seventh Circuit case, is that correct?

MR. HALLWARD-DRIEMEIER: And -- and -- and the nature of -- of the trademark. And McCarthy explains the -- the rule of unitary 
ownership, that it’s a different type of property, that the property is really just the property interest in the owner’s reputation, and the 
fact that the whole notion of -- of licensing, which was a new advent in trademark, was because the licensee is treated as a related 
party because it is operating under the control.

*63 So it is in the nature of the -- it is in the nature of trademark that it is subject to that control. And without that control, it ceases 
to exist.

But I want to point the Court to the specific language of this trademark license which I think really brings home the point. This 
trademark license -- and this is at JA 237 -- says that it grants to Mission a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license for the 
duration of the term to use its mark for the limited purposes of performing its obligations, exercising its rights under the agreement, 
subject to written trademark guidelines of the -- of Coolcore and the right of Coolcore to review and approve.

In other words, all it was was a contract right. It’s not a property right in the license. There can’t be because of the rule of unitary 
ownership. All it was was a contract right to use the trademark subject to Coolcore’s control.

And if that control goes away because you can’t enforce that, that’s one of the -- one of the, you know, prospective performance 
*64 obligations of Coolcore in a rejected contract, you can’t enforce that, then that control goes away, and with the control goes the 
license.

Thank you very much.

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Thank you, counsel.

Three minutes, Ms. Spinelli.
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REBUTTAL ARGUMENT OF DANIELLE SPINELLI ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER

MS. SPINELLI: Thank you. I have three points that I’ll try to make quickly.

First, the Gorenstein case that counsel referred to does not hold that a trademark licensor can unilaterally terminate a license by 
ceasing to exercise quality control. That was a case in which the licensee defaulted on the agreement for other reasons and then tried 
to continue using the trademark afterwards. Obviously, that can’t be done.

So there’s no authority for the proposition that general contract principles don’t apply to trademark licenses.

Second, this is not about whether the debtor can abandon the trademark and get rid of its monitoring obligations. It’s about whether 
*65 the estate can take back the rights in the license and resell them to somebody else and distribute the proceeds among creditors, 
and it can’t.

Rejection is not avoidance. There are separate avoidance procedures in the code. Rejection doesn’t let the estate claw back interests 
in the debtor’s assets that the debtor conveyed before bankruptcy.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Could you --

MS. SPINELLI: So, just --

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- answer just one question for me? If you continue using the mark, do the damages that you incur after the 
filing of the bankruptcy -- are they prepetition debt or post-petition debt? Are you going to get a priority for the damages that accrue 
after you declare bankruptcy -- after bankruptcy had been declared?

MS. SPINELLI: In this case, Mission has an administrative claim stemming from the wrongful deprivation of its right to use the 
trademark post-rejection. The estate -- it’s a claim against the estate that arose post-petition, which is an administrative --

*66 JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: So --

MS. SPINELLI: -- claim.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- you’re going to get more rights than (n) gives other intellectual --

MS. SPINELLI: Yes.

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- property.

MS. SPINELLI: And let me explain why that’s exactly what should happen. Prior to bankruptcy -- and this is just like a lease, Justice 
Breyer -- prior to bankruptcy, the debtor conveyed the licensee an interest in its intellectual property. We don’t have to call that a 
property right. It doesn’t matter what we call it. But it’s a stick in the bundle of sticks, just the same way that a lease grants the tenant 
a leasehold interest in the landlord’s real property. And McCarthy makes this exact analogy.

Once the license has been granted, the licensor no longer has that stick. And it’s uncontested that the licensor can transfer only what 
it has. Respondent doesn’t dispute that, outside bankruptcy, if the licensor sold the intellectual property, the buyer would take *67 
subject to the license.

And we do have authority for this. It’s in the blue brief. And because of that, the licensor’s creditors also cannot access the value of 
the license for their claims against the debtor.

JUSTICE BREYER: Real quick question. But -- and, look, outside bankruptcy or in general, you lease, the lessor leases a trademark to 
the lessee. Lessor doesn’t keep it up, doesn’t quality-control.

Does that stick, which is now in the hands of the lessee, dissolve, disappear --

MS. SPINELLI: No.

JUSTICE BREYER: -- gone?
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MS. SPINELLI: No, it does not. May I--

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Sure.

MS. SPINELLI: -- respond, Justice Roberts?

No, it doesn’t. It -- it continues to exist. The -- ceasing quality control does not immediately dissolve the license. And because, outside 
bankruptcy, the debtor doesn’t have the right to transfer the license to a buyer or to *68 its creditors, that is also true in bankruptcy.

One of the most fundamental principles of bankruptcy is that the estate can’t have any greater rights to property than the debtor 
itself had at the time of filing. The -- the debtor’s IP comes into the bankruptcy estate, subject to the license, so the value of the 
license is not available to creditors. It belongs to the licensee. And nothing about rejection enables the estate to take that license 
back.

Thank you.

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Thank you, counsel. The case is submitted.

(Whereupon, at 11:13 a.m., the case was submitted.)

Appendix not available.

End of Document © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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DECISION AND ORDER

William C. Griesbach, Chief Judge United States District Court

*1 Plaintiff BenShot, LLC (BenShot) filed this action against Defendants Lucky Shot USA LLC (Lucky Shot USA) and 2 Monkey Trading 
LLC (2 Monkey), alleging that the defendants violated Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a), and unfair competition 
common law. The court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1367(a). Presently before the court is the defendants’ motion 
to dismiss BenShot’s complaint for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. For the reasons stated below, the 
defendants’ motion will be denied.

LEGAL STANDARD

“A motion to dismiss pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) challenges the viability of a complaint by arguing that it 
fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted.” Camasta v. Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, Inc., 761 F.3d 732, 736 (7th Cir. 2014); Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). To survive a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, a complaint must provide “enough facts to state a claim to relief that 
is plausible on its face.” Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 (2007). “A claim has facial 
plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is 
liable for the misconduct alleged.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 173 L.Ed.2d 868 (2009). When reviewing a 
Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, the court must accept all well-pleaded facts in the complaint as true and view them in a light most 
favorable to the plaintiff. Doe v. Vill. of Arlington Heights, 782 F.3d 911, 914–15 (7th Cir. 2015). “A pleading that offers ‘labels and 
conclusions’ or ‘a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action will not do.’ ” Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678, 129 S.Ct. 1937 (quoting 
Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555, 127 S.Ct. 1955). “Nor does a complaint suffice if it tenders ‘naked assertion[s]’ devoid of ‘further factual 
enhancement.’ ” Id. (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 557, 127 S.Ct. 1955).

ALLEGATIONS OF THE COMPLAINT

BenShot is a Wisconsin Limited Liability Company that has manufactured, promoted, sold, and distributed unique drinking glasses 
since 2015. BenShot sells its products throughout the United States. Lucky Shot USA is a Florida Limited Liability Company that 
promotes, sells, and distributes products made from used ammunition and artillery shells, and operates and does business on 
Amazon.com, LuckyShotUSA.com, and MilitaryBalls.com. Lucky Shot USA sells its products in interstate commerce. 2 Monkey is a 
Florida Limited Liability Company and the parent company of Lucky Shot USA. 2 Monkey acts in concert with Lucky Shot USA to sell 
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Lucky Shot-branded products in interstate commerce.

In 2015, BenShot began selling drinking glasses with bullets embedded in the side via an insertion in the glass. BenShot initially sold 
shot and tumbler glasses, and then later added pint and wine glasses. Around October 2016, Lucky Shot USA began advertising and 
selling a shot glass with a bullet embedded in the side on Amazon.com and LuckyShotUSA.com. Around March 2017, Lucky Shot 
USA added an embedded whiskey glass. Around August 2017, Lucky Shot USA began selling embedded pint and wine glasses. Since 
2017, Lucky Shot USA has operated MilitaryBalls.com to advertise and sell its products.

*2 On Amazon.com, 2 Monkey is listed as the manufacturer of Lucky Shot’s USA glasses. The retail packaging of Lucky Shot USA’s 
shot, whiskey, and wine glasses states: “Distributed by 2 Monkey Trading, LLC. Packaging and product design © 2 Monkey Trading, 
LLC.” ECF No. 1 at ¶ 16. 2 Monkey owns the federal trademark registration to the mark “Lucky Shot.” Lucky Shot USA’s logo contains 
the terms “U.S.A.” and “HANDCRAFTED.” Id. at ¶ 18. Lucky Shot USA’s logo appears on the top and sides of the product packaging 
for its embedded shot, whiskey, pint, and wine glasses, as well as in promotional material.

Lucky Shot USA and 2 Monkey advertise and promote Lucky Shot USA’s entire product line, including its shot, whiskey, pint, and 
wine glasses, as “Made in the USA,” and they do so without qualification. In its point-of-purchase displays for the shot and whiskey 
glasses, Lucky Shot USA includes the large text “MADE IN THE USA” and images of the American flag and the Lucky Shot USA logo. 
The Amazon.com listings for Lucky Shot USA’s shot and whiskey glasses include “Made in the USA” text. The Amazon.com listings 
for the whiskey, pint, and wine glasses use a partial image of an American flag in front of the product images. The pint and wine glass 
listings include the language: “Top Brand items made right here in the USA.” Id. at ¶ 29.

As of September 10, 2018, Lucky Shot USA states in its welcome letter to newsletter subscribers that “Each Lucky Shot USA product 
is American made to cater to the discriminating eye of historians and collectors alike.” Id. at ¶ 31. The newsletter also contains Lucky 
Shot USA’s logo. Lucky Shot USA’s Instagram account states, “Our products are proudly made in the USA!,” and the profile picture 
states “MADE IN THE U.S.A.” Id. at ¶ 32.

The LuckyShotUSA.com website lists “MADE IN THE USA” on the bottom of each page, and MilitaryBalls.com displays “Proudly 
Made in America” in front of a picture of an embedded shot glass. Id. at ¶¶ 33–34. Lucky Shot USA advertises on Google.com, stating 
“Lucky Shot USA | Handcrafted in the USA | LuckyShotUSA.com.” Id. at ¶ 35. 2 Monkey advertises Lucky Shot USA’s products on 
2monkey.com using the Lucky Shot USA logo, except that “U.S.A” is replaced with “MADE IN THE USA.” Id. at ¶ 40. 2 Monkey also 
advertises Lucky Shot USA products on Alibaba.com, and its company profile on the site states, “Our products are designed and 
developed in the USA and contract manufactured in China.” Id. at ¶ 46.

In March 2017, and again in May 2018, Ben Wolfgram from BenShot had telephone conversations with Douglas Ingalls, Lucky Shot 
USA’s registered manager. In these conversations, Ingalls admitted that the glass portions of at least Lucky Shot USA’s shot and 
whiskey glasses were made in China. The bottom of Lucky Shot USA’s whiskey glass packaging states, “Glass and packaging made 
in China.” Id. at ¶ 47. Benshot alleges that Lucky Shot USA fails to meet the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) standard in order for a 
product to be designated as “Made in USA” because it imports the glass portion of its embedded glasses. Lucky Shot USA is currently 
promoting the sale of its embedded glasses as “Made in the USA” on LuckyShotUSA.com, Amazon.com, and in interstate commerce, 
and 2 Monkey is promoting the sale of the glasses on 2monkey.com, Alibaba.com, and in interstate commerce.

BenShot alleges that Lucky Shot USA and 2 Monkey’s false and misleading statements are causing and are likely to continue to 
cause injury due to the significance and value that buying American has on potential and actual customers of BenShot’s products. 
Moreover, BenShot alleges that Lucky Shot USA and 2 Monkey’s making of improper and unqualified representations as to the origin 
of their products has “egregiously injured BenShot and has been undertaken willfully and with ... intent and knowledge that such 
action would cause confusion, mistake, or deception among the public.” Id. at ¶¶ 61–62.

*3 BenShot alleges two causes of action: a Section 43(a) Lanham Act claim and a Wisconsin common law unfair competition claim. 
Because BenShot “has been and continues to be damaged by Lucky Shot USA and 2 Monkey’s acts” and because such acts “have 
caused BenShot to suffer substantial damage,” id. at ¶¶ 73, 77, BenShot requests relief in the form of a permanent injunction, 
monetary damages, and costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees under 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a).

ANALYSIS

A. Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act
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“The Lanham Act creates a cause of action for unfair competition through misleading advertising or labeling.” POM Wonderful LLC 
v. Coca-Cola Co., 573 U.S. 102, 107, 134 S.Ct. 2228, 189 L.Ed.2d 141 (2014). “[T]he cause of action is for competitors, not consumers,” 
and such competitors “may invoke the Lanham Act because they may suffer ‘an injury to a commercial interest in sales or business 
reputation proximately cause by [a] defendant’s misrepresentations.’ ” Id. (quoting Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 
572 U.S. 118, 140, 134 S.Ct. 1377, 188 L.Ed.2d 392 (2014) ). “This principle reflects the Lanham Act’s purpose” of “protect[ing] persons 
engaged in [commerce within the control of Congress] against unfair competition.” Id. at 108, 134 S.Ct. 2228 (quoting Lexmark, 572 
U.S. at 131, 134 S.Ct. 1377); 15 U.S.C. § 1127. Section 43 of the Lanham Act “allows one competitor to sue another if it alleges unfair 
competition arising from false or misleading product descriptions.” Id. at 106, 134 S.Ct. 2228. A Section 43(a) claim arises where a 
person “has made a ‘false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation of fact, 
which ... is likely to cause confusion ... as to the origin ... of his or her goods.’ ” Dastar Corp. v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., 539 
U.S. 23, 31, 123 S.Ct. 2041, 156 L.Ed.2d 18 (2003) (quoting 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a) ).

The defendants first argue that BenShot has failed to plead fraud with particularity under Rule 9(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. Specifically, the defendants contend that BenShot has contradicted its statement that they advertised Lucky Shot 
USA’s embedded glasses as “Made in the USA” without qualification, as BenShot alleges that Lucky Shot USA’s product packaging 
acknowledges that the glass and packaging are made in China and that Ingalls made similar admissions. Theses qualifications, the 
defendants argue, do not amount to more than a mere possibility of falsity. BenShot, for its part, asserts that it meets the heightened 
pleading standard.

BenShot pleads its claims of fraud with sufficient particularity. The Seventh Circuit has applied Rule 9(b)’s heightened pleading 
requirement to Section 43(a) claims under the Lanham Act. See Gensler v. Strabala, 764 F.3d 735, 737 (7th Cir. 2014); see also Pirelli 
Armstrong Tire Corp. Retiree Med. Benefits Trust v. Walgreen Co., 631 F.3d 436, 446 (7th Cir. 2011) (“[T]he dictates of Rule 9(b) apply 
to allegations of fraud, not claims of fraud.”). Under this heightened standard, a plaintiff must allege “the who, what, when, where, 
and how” of the circumstances constituting the fraud. Pirelli, 631 F.3d at 441; DiLeo v. Ernst & Young, 901 F.3d 624, 627 (7th Cir. 1990). 
BenShot meets this standard because it alleges the parties responsible for various commercial representations (Lucky Shot USA 
and 2 Monkey), where these representations were made (product packaging, newsletter, Google.com, Amazon.com, Alibaba.com, 
proprietary websites, and Instagram), when they were made (late 2016 to present generally; exhibits show specific date captures), 
and how the advertisements were false or fraudulent (the defendants falsely claimed that their competing embedded glass products 
were “Made in the USA”; in contrast, BenShot’s embedded products meet that standard). See Thermal Design, Inc. v. Guardian Bldg. 
Prods., Inc., No. 08-C-828, 2009 WL 1181327, at *3 (E.D. Wis. Apr. 29, 2009). These allegations are sufficient.

*4 BenShot’s allegation that the packaging of one of Lucky Shot USA’s embedded glasses (the whiskey glass) states that the glass 
and packaging were made in China does not mean that all of the defendants’ other commercial representations, including those 
used to advertise the whiskey glass, were sufficiently qualified. Moreover, the fact that BenShot alleged that the defendants falsely 
stated and suggested that their embedded glasses were “Made in the USA” without qualification “upon information and belief” does 
not doom the claim where BenShot alleges specific instances of unqualified statements and states the specific grounds upon which 
it believes the statements to be false, which it has done. See Uni*Quality, Inc. v. Infotronx, Inc., 974 F.3d 918, 924 (7th Cir. 1992) (“[A]
llegations made upon information and belief are insufficient, even if the facts are inaccessible to the plaintiff, unless the plaintiff 
states the grounds for his suspicions.”).

The defendants next seek to dismiss BenShot’s Section 43(a) claim on two other grounds. First, they argue that BenShot has failed to 
allege economic or reputation damages. “[A] statutory cause of action extends only to plaintiffs whose interests ‘fall within the zone 
of interests protected by the law invoked.’ ” Lexmark, 572 U.S. at 129, 134 S.Ct. 1377 (quoting Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 751, 104 
S.Ct. 3315, 82 L.Ed.2d 556 (1984) ). “[T]o come within the zone of interests in a suit for false advertising under § 1125(a), a plaintiff 
must allege an injury to a commercial interest in reputation or sales.” Id. at 132, 134 S.Ct. 1377. “[T]hat occurs when deception of 
consumers causes them to withhold trade from the plaintiff.” Id. at 134, 134 S.Ct. 1377.

BenShot has sufficiently alleged economic or reputation damages. BenShot alleges that:

• BenShot and the defendants make, sell, and distribute similarly designed products.

• “Defendants are making false and misleading material statements of fact, that are causing and likely to continue to cause 
injury to BenShot due to the significance and value that ‘buying American’ has on potential and actual customers of the products 
BenShot sells.”

• “Benshot has and continues to spend substantial financial resources in creating and maintaining a glass manufacturing 
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facility as well as advertising and promoting all of its unique and distinct glass designs as made in the U.S.A., an extremely 
important factor to its customers and their purchasing decisions.”

• The defendants’ “wrongful conduct in marking and promoting improper unqualified claims and representations [that Lucky 
Shot USA embedded glasses are] Made in USA when they are not has egregiously injured BenShot and has been undertaken 
willfully and with ... intent and knowledge that such action would cause confusion, mistake, or deception among the public.”

• The defendants, “by indicating expressly and implicitly all of the Lucky Shot branded product line is of U.S. origin has caused 
further injury to BenShot and has been undertaken willfully and with intent and knowledge that such action would cause, [sic] 
mistake, or deception among the public.”

• “BenShot has been and continues to be damaged by [the defendants’] acts in an amount not yet determined.”

• BenShot is seeking economic damages from the defendants for the profits they realized “by reason of [their] unlawful acts in 
violation of false advertising and unfair competition.”

ECF No. 1 at ¶¶ 9–15, 58, 60–62, 73, G. Accepting these allegations as true and construing them in the light most favorable to 
BenShot, the complaint sufficiently alleges that the defendants’ acts deceived consumers who view a U.S. origin as a significant 
factor in their purchases to buy the defendants’ embedded glass products instead of BenShot’s embedded glass products, thus 
injuring BenShot. These allegations make clear that BenShot’s interests fall within the zone of interests that Section 43(a) seeks to 
protect.

Second, the defendants argue that BenShot has failed to state a claim under the false or deceptive advertising prong of Section 43(a) 
because a false statement is not sufficiently alleged. To state a claim under this prong, the plaintiff must allege: “(1) a false statement 
of fact by the defendant in a commercial advertisement about its own or another’s product; (2) the statement actually deceived or 
has the tendency to deceive a substantial segment of its audience; (3) the deception is material, in that it is likely to influence the 
purchasing decision; (4) the defendant caused its false statement to enter interstate commerce; and (5) the plaintiff has been or is 
likely to be injured as a result of the false statement, either by direct diversion of sales from itself to defendant or by a loss of goodwill 
associated with its products.” Hot Wax, Inc. v. Turtle Wax, Inc., 191 F.3d 813, 819 (7th Cir. 1999). The “false statement necessary to 
establish a Lanham Act violation generally falls into one of two categories: (1) commercial claims that are literally false as a factual 
matter; or (2) claims that may be literally true or ambiguous, but which implicitly convey a false impression, are misleading in context, 
or likely to deceive consumers.” Id. at 820.

*5 The defendants contend that they have complied with the FTC’s policy on “Complying with the Made in USA Standard,” meaning 
they have not made any “false” statements that are subject to suit under Section 43(a). See ECF No. 1-19; “Made in USA” and Other 
U.S. Origin Claims, 62 Fed. Reg. 63,756 (Dec. 2, 1997); B. Sanfield, Inc. v. Finlay Fine Jewelry Corp., 168 F.3d 967, 973 (7th Cir. 1999) 
(“[T]he [FTC’s] assessment of what constitutes deceptive advertising commands deference from the judiciary.”). The defendants 
argue that, by BenShot’s own admission, they announce on their product packaging that their products are “assembled in the USA.” 
See ECF No. 1 at ¶ 47. The fact that the final assembly of their products occurs in the United States is sufficient, the defendants argue, 
to meet the FTC standard because, “[t]o begin with, in order for a product to be considered ‘all or virtually all’ made in the United 
States, the final assembly or processing of the product must take place in the United States.” 62 Fed. Reg. 63,768.

The defendants misread the FTC’s standard. The FTC’s Enforcement Policy Statement on U.S. Origin Claims provides that, “when a 
marketer makes an unqualified claim that a product is ‘Made in USA,’ it should, at the time the representation is made, possess and 
rely upon a reasonable basis that the product is in fact all or virtually all made in the United States.” Id. The FTC explains the “all or 
virtually all” standard as follows:

In other words, where a product is labeled or otherwise advertised with an unqualified “Made in USA” claim, it 
should contain only a de minimis, or negligible, amount of foreign content. Although there is no single “bright 
line” to establish when a product is or is not “all or virtually all” made in the United States, there are a number 
of factors that the Commission will look to in making this determination. To begin with, in order for a product 
to be considered “all or virtually all” made in the United States, the final assembly or processing of the product 
must take place in the United States. Beyond this minimum threshold, the Commission will consider other 
factors, including but not limited to the portion of the product’s total manufacturing costs that are attributable 
to U.S. parts and processing; and how far removed from the finished product any foreign content is.
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Id. As is clear from the policy statement’s plain language, that a product undergo final assembly or processing in the United States 
is a necessary but not sufficient condition to satisfy the “all or virtually all” standard. Importantly, here, BenShot alleges that Lucky 
Shot USA’s registered manager admitted that at least the glass portion of Lucky Shot USA’s shot and whiskey glasses is made in 
China. Based on these admissions, BenShot alleges that the defendants falsely state and suggest without qualification that the shot 
and whiskey glasses, as well as the pint and wine glasses, are “Made in the USA.”

Viewing BenShot’s allegations in light of the FTC standard, which commands deference, B. Sanfield, Inc., 168 F.3d at 973, BenShot 
states a plausible claim that the defendants’ unqualified statements were “false” within the meaning of Section 43(a). If BenShot’s 
allegations are true, then the second and third factors under the FTC standard—proportion of U.S. manufacturing costs and 
remoteness of foreign content—seem to weigh against a finding that Lucky Shot USA’s embedded glasses are “all or virtually all” 
made in the United States. While discovery is needed to better understand the defendants’ manufacturing process and costs, the 
allegations in the complaint do not suggest that this is a case “[w]here the percentage of foreign content is very low,” 62 Fed. Reg. 
63,768, or where “[f]oreign content ... is incorporated further back in the manufacturing process” such that the foreign content does 
not constitute “a direct input into the finished product.” Id. at 63,769; see also ECF No. 1-19 at 10–11. BenShot has therefore sufficiently 
alleged a plausible theory of literal falsity under Section 43(a). See Master Lock Co. v. Hampton Prods. Int’l Corp., No. 96-C-213, 1996 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19780, at *11 (E.D. Wis. Dec. 2, 1996) (“It appears, then, that the FTC’s definition of ‘Made in USA’ is relevant to a 
determination of literal falsity under section 43(a). If the FTC standard determines whether a manufacturer may label its products 
‘Made in USA,’ then it logically follows that the truth of such a label should be judged by the same standard.”).

*6 Whether BenShot chooses to pursue a claim based on a statement’s literal falsity or misleading effect is a matter of proof that need 
not be resolved at this pleading stage as long as BenShot sufficiently alleges facts in support of one or both theories. See B. Sanfield, 
168 F.3d at 971–72 (explaining that literal falsity does not require proof of deception while a literally true or ambiguous statement 
that is misleading requires proof of actual consumer confusion). Aside from arguing that their statements are not literally false, the 
defendants also argue that BenShot has failed to allege that the defendants’ statements are misleading in context. Specifically, the 
defendants argue that BenShot fails to plead allegations establishing a context where the defendants’ qualified statement on the 
product packaging for their embedded whiskey glass is misleading. The defendants also argue, without citing any authority, that 
all of their statements representing that their products are made in the United States must be reviewed in the full context of their 
offerings, including their qualified statement on the bottom of their whiskey glass packaging.

The defendants’ argument is unconvincing. As stated before, the presence of one qualifying statement on the packaging of one 
product does not automatically cure all other unqualified statements. BenShot sufficiently alleges that the defendants’ unqualified 
statements mislead consumers who consider U.S. origin as an important factor in their purchasing decisions and who are willing 
to pay more for products made in the United States to purchase the defendants’ products, and that the misleading nature of the 
defendants’ statements has injured and continues to injure BenShot. These allegations sufficiently allege that the defendants’ 
statements are misleading in context.

Aside from their challenges to the first and fifth elements of a Section 43(a) false advertising claim, both of which this court has 
rejected, the defendants do not argue that BenShot has failed to allege any other element of the claim. Such arguments would 
be rejected in any event because BenShot’s complaint sufficiently alleges the remaining elements of the false advertising claim. 
BenShot has therefore stated a claim under Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act.

B. Common Law Unfair Competition

The defendants next seek to dismiss BenShot’s common law unfair competition claim on the grounds that Wisconsin Statute 
§ 100.20 has abrogated Wisconsin unfair competition common law and that § 100.20 does not provide a private right of action. 
BenShot acknowledges that it “did not bring a claim under § 100.20,” Br. Opp’n, ECF No. 11, at 20 n.8, but it argues that § 100.20 
did not abrogate unfair competition common law. BenShot relies on Wisconsin case law as well as the Restatement (Third) of Unfair 
Competition to argue that common law unfair competition claims exist. See Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition § 2. BenShot 
seeks to bring its common law unfair competition claim under Wisconsin law based on a theory of deceptive marketing. ECF No. 11 
at 21.

As far as this court is aware, no Wisconsin court has directly addressed whether § 100.20 has abrogated Wisconsin unfair competition 
common law. While the defendants argue that § 100.20 is in direct conflict with unfair competition common law, thereby abrogating 
the common law doctrine, See MBS-Certified Pub. Accountants, LLC v. Wis. Bell, Inc., 2012 WI 15, ¶ 71, 338 Wis.2d 647, 809 N.W.2d 857, 
several courts have recognized the existence of Wisconsin common law unfair competition claims even after§ 100.20 was enacted. 
See, e.g., Thermal Design, Inc. v. Am. Soc’y of Heating Refrigerating & Air-Conditioning Eng’rs, Inc., No., 2008 WL 1902010, at *8 (E.D. 
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Wis. Apr. 25, 2008) (observing that Wisconsin courts define the elements of common law unfair competition claims differently 
depending on the type of claim); Mercury Record Prods., Inc. v. Econ. Consultants, Inc., 64 Wis.2d 163, 175–76, 218 N.W.2d 705 (1974) 
(noting that the unfair competition cause of action in Int’l News Serv. v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215, 39 S.Ct. 68, 63 L.Ed. 211 (1918) 
“comports with the theory applied by this court” and “is consistent with the public policy of the State of Wisconsin as stated in sec. 
100.20(1), Stats., 1971”).

*7 The court cannot determine on the record before it that a common law claim for unfair competition does not continue to exist 
in Wisconsin. It does appear that Wisconsin courts in the past have recognized a claim for unfair competition. See Mercury Record 
Prods., 64 Wis.2d at 173–76, 218 N.W.2d 705; Manitowoc Malting Co. v. Milwaukee Malting Co., 119 Wis. 543, 97 N.W. 389, 390 (1903). 
And as noted above, the Restatement, which the Wisconsin Supreme Court frequently follows, recognizes a claim for deceptive 
marketing. As to the question of abrogation, there seems to be no direct conflict such a claim would have with § 100.20. Under these 
circumstances, the court declines defendants’ request that BenShot’s common law claim for unfair competition be dismissed at this 
stage. The court may reconsider this request on a more complete record, but for now the motion to dismiss this claim is denied.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the defendants’ motion to dismiss (ECF No. 6) is DENIED. The Clerk is directed to set this matter on for 
a telephone scheduling conference.
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